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PROLOGUE 

Eleven years ago | Valley of Aperta 

 

Projectile death continued to present itself in an unending volley from the deep mists of the 

ravaged battlefield.  The sound of the heavy arrows thudding into lifeless corpses reminded the 

sergeant of the butcher's block back in his local meat-merchant.  Each strike struck a disturbing 

sequence of thud; squelch; sigh.  It was only when the hammering of the projectiles was 

accompanied by the piercing cries of the still living that the terrible danger felt real.  He stood 

defiant nonetheless.  It could be the making of him, this opportunity that presented.  It could be 

the path to greatness, but it could just as equally be no path at all.  No, that statement at least was 

not the complete truth, for the odds were not balanced.  The path to obliteration was far more 

likely. 

His heart was hammering to the rhythm of the butcher's block, bullying his ears, like the 

sound of an ocean swelling and crashing against the cliffs of his inner skull.  It was almost 

unbearable, the dominating toll of it, but it was abating – his pulse was easing.  This 

cardiological anomaly had always been a unique feature of his, this absurd facet that meant he 

would calm at the very point when he should be growing frenzied.  It was as if his life-giving 
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organ was hunkering down, preparing for the inevitable that had been forewarned by experience, 

and as preparations commenced, he knew there was no choice.  Fame or failure; that was his 

motto – or perhaps it would be one day.  That was if he were to survive at all, and the odds were 

stacked against him after all. 

Because you couldn’t beat a Mandahoi. 

His arms had ached but a moment before, but they were steady now, renewed by the 

anomalous vigour that flowed through him.  There was a quiet recognition of tiredness deep 

within the sinews of his flesh, a subtle bruising to his senses, but it was otherwise forgotten.  His 

muscles tautened; he stretched his arms; and he punished the sweaty leather bound handle of his 

great-sword, gripping it like a dying man clings to life.  The tip of the weapon flickered upwards 

as his body reacted, a signal for the readiness that the weapon held in its potential, but it was not 

yet time.  Not yet, not quite.  Cheating death required a very special touch, and immaculate 

execution, and he knew deep within, buried right at the pit of his raw gut, that the moment was 

still to pass.  He had time. 

"Get out of here you idiot; save your pathetic worthless soul!" 

The words fluttered to the cusp of his being, and they sounded almost surreal – as if 

spoken by a ghost.  Time ebbed delicately by, the inevitable tipping point drawing in, but there 

was still a moment, still time for contemplation, and so he cast a brief glance to his commanding 

officer; to his audience. 

The poor man was trapped, deflated and defeated, and his hard words came from a tear-

moist face.  It was not right that a man of such stature be reduced to weeping like a maiden who 

suffers at the passing of her virginity, but this trapped wreck was his path to greatness, and so he 

would be endured.  The fallen soldier was a colonel, a high ranking officer of distinction, and 
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more than that – he was the future king.  Someone had to bear witness to the event that 

approached, and this man had been chosen by the Gods.  He could not have picked better.  The 

colonel screamed in apparent agony, and the sergeant felt his heart slow further. 

The fallen officer – trapped beneath the dying weight of his horse – was pointing 

aggressively in the direction of flight, in the direction pursued by every other defeated soul on 

the field; but that was not the way to greatness.  It was in fact the exact opposite direction to 

greatness, and it was a strange quirk of life that the pinnacle and the depth both held the same 

directional quality – one could not be reached without flirting at the edge of the other.  That was 

the informed view, or perhaps it was the insane view.  The distinction was irrelevant; the 

sergeant prepared to face the chaos. 

Because you can’t beat a Mandahoi. 

Calm was required, silence and concentration, so to stem the interference from his guest, 

the sergeant smiled sickeningly, a manic edge to the pert rising of his lips.  The effect was 

instantaneous, and his fallen future king's face contorted very quickly from desperation to shock, 

shock at the flourishing insanity.  Time marched on, a shiver going through the sergeant, a quiver 

to the weapon poised delicately before him.  He turned from his audience with slick anticipation 

and eager readiness.  His legs parted ever so slightly, that extra stability essential, and as he 

rolled his shoulders, he took in the scene before him.  What he saw was utter carnage. 

Bodies lay everywhere, corpses littering the brownish field of burned and blistered grass.  

A sickly veil had been thrown up before him, a great fog which was part morning mist and part 

smoke from the scattered infernos, the remains of a devastating fire-strike.  The flame touched 

arrows had crushed the Mikaetan resolve, flattened any semblance of fight, and as chaos had 

consumed the attackers, so the bodies started tumbling to the ground.  Now the signs were 
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everywhere, a random and shocking scattering of human waste spread about the trampled earth.  

A wind whipped through the scene, sending the fog swirling in elaborate and exotic designs, but 

it soon dispersed into a blank threat.  Shadows danced in that veil of mist; shadows that told of 

something foreboding; shadows that foretold oblivion.  There could be only one outcome. 

You couldn’t beat a Mandahoi. 

A soldier burst from the vapid blanket, and then a second shadow turned solid and whole.  

They were allies, the petrified wreckages of men who had only a day before marched here 

confident of an elusive victory.  But how the tide had turned.  After all, the tide always turns 

where the Mandari were concerned.  As one of his allies grew suddenly still, his eyes wide and 

gravity drawing him forward as the arrow worked its way between his shoulder blades, the 

sergeant smiled once more.  The odds were stacked against him, insanity was on the cusp of 

taking over, but that was acceptable.  No, that was designed. 

The other shadows, the ominous spectres, continued on, growing in size, growing in 

stature, growing in threat.  The second ally had made it past him, screamed at him to save 

himself, echoing the desperate pleas of the colonel, but none of this mattered.  None of this 

mattered at all.  As time ticked gradually to the tipping point, the first harbinger finally melted 

from the cloud bank, strolling from the grey mist to reveal the equally grey appearance.  They 

were the stuff of nightmares; the bain; the eternal rot – they were the Mandahoi. 

The sergeant felt anger in his throat, all acidic, and he let it drive his confidence.  

Something had to drive that misplaced confidence.  He took in the presence of his foe. 

The uniform was all concealing, revealing only sharp eyes from behind a tight fitting 

hood and a polished silver mask depicting a bear.  The arms were naked, littered with heavy 

rings of precious metals, and the rest of the body was concealed beneath the loose fitting grey 
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material.  At the end of each arm was a weapon, one slight, and one a brute of a thing.  The 

weapons themselves looked bad enough, but the sergeant knew how this man could handle them 

– how all Mandahoi could handle them.  They were killers, nothing more and nothing less.  It 

was more than a trade to them; it was an art.  They were cold, mechanical, deadly, and brilliant, 

and he hated them for this.  It was the Mandahoi who denied Delfinia its rightful claim, and it 

was time to put that right.  The odds were stacked heavily against him. 

You couldn’t beat a Mandahoi. 

And then the odds grew longer. 

The first demon was upon him, striding confidently after his blood, eager for his scalp, 

but two further shadows phased into flesh, a further pair of Mandahoi intent on his death.  

Strange lights flickered through the fog, casting the scene in eerie illumination, and as the three 

killers stalked forward, the sergeant's heart slowed to a near stop.  Time shuffled by, responsive 

to his intent, and his breath rasped against the dry chasm of his throat.  It was a struggle to draw 

the air through, his body prickling with sweat and fear, but that was good – that was natural for 

him. 

Fame or failure, greatness or insanity, immortality or death; these were the choices that 

faced the sergeant of the Delfinian army, the sergeant who now found himself amongst fleeing 

allies and facing the very personification of death.  The grey wraiths moved threateningly 

towards him, almost spectral in their surety, but the choice was already made.  He was Adnan ap 

Kantal, and he chose insanity.  As the emotion flared inside, stoked by the shuddering eruption 

of his heart from its state of near stillness, Kantal burst towards the harbingers and bought 

himself the immortality he so desperately sought.  Whether others would see it in the same light 

was down to the hand of the Gods, and to the strength of Kantal's stubborn resolve. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Present day | Mikaeta 

 

Some people actually liked riding, but not him.  Definitely not him.  Some people must have 

immunity to the pain and discomfort, but for him it was like a form of slow torture.  The act of 

sitting in a saddle started a steady descent in comfort, each moment sliding immaculately into the 

next ever so slightly more onerous moment.  And the flavours of punishment were exquisite too: 

there were aches; sharp pains; dull throbs; numbness; those terrible pins at the other end of the 

spectrum.  The only reprise was to stand in the stirrups, cocking one's arse at the riders behind, 

but even then legs would grow tired; the saddle was always calling, and so was the punishment. 

"Pfff." 

The only man riding ahead of him turned and offered a rigid glance, which caused him to 

still; stiff with unease; pain erased from his consciousness.  He was still in awe of this man, even 

despite the years behind them.  He was obedient. 

"Are we boring you, general?" 
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The authority in the stare unnerved him – he was not used to that look.  He stuttered for a 

moment, before wheeling out the correctly formulated response. 

"Of course not, Highness.  I am entranced by your wise direction.  I only exhaled at my 

unfortunate discomfort." 

The words came out smoothly enough, but each one grated on his throat.  He was unused 

to such delicacy. 

"Do not oil your words, Kantal; it does not suit you.  What's wrong?" 

Kantal felt the snigger at his back; the twitter of a dozen scheming aristocrats.  He was 

the one out of place, the commoner amongst the elite, but he had every right.  No, he had more 

than every right.  The king, his master, put up with him because he was worth putting up with.  

Kantal turned to the powdered fools and sneered.  When he turned back, the king still glared. 

"My arse hurts." 

There was just the tiniest elevation in the right side of his lip, his blond moustache tilting 

in consequence.  The authority didn't leave the man's face, and the twittering fools expressed 

their shock before whispering against Kantal's vulgar words.  They would be calling him a fool, 

uncouth, a piece of gutter scum.  He wasn't good enough to grace their company, let alone lead 

their army, and for the most awkward moment, he believed them.  The king stared on with stony 

friction, displeasure rampant on his face. 

And then it contorted, ready to strike.  Kantal gulped. 

The royal mouth opened wide, his eyes closed, and the king let out the most almighty 

roar Kantal had ever heard.  When he'd finished laughing, he wiped the spittle from his lips. 

"I do so love your honesty, Kantal.  My arse hurts too." 

Kantal grunted in pleasure, relief spreading through him. 
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"It's not natural to straddle such beasts." 

The king dropped back, and Kantal moved into step beside. 

"Maybe not, but man has been doing it for long enough.  And besides, how else would 

we make these journeys?" 

That was true enough.  Kantal looked about, taking in the surroundings.  To his right was 

a sharp mountain range; stark against the pan flat lands about them.  All but ato the Finder, the 

scrubbed brown plains of Mikaeta stretched away, a subtle heat haze rustling the horizon, but ato 

Friendly, the mountains stood like stone sentinels, protecting the luscious lands behind.  That 

was Ahan, a glorious gem amongst a world of decay, and it had been snatched away from 

Kantal.  He craved it.  He craved it bad. 

"Kantal?" 

"Sorry, Highness.  I agree, unfortunately.  Horses are a necessary evil." 

The king slapped him on the back, and Kantal could hear the disappointment from the 

peacocks behind. 

"A horse is a fine friend in combat too – let’s not forget that." 

An image flashed through Kantal's head; a grey wraith in a whirlwind of steel.  The 

enemy; the scourge. 

"Not against the Mandahoi, Highness." 

He found himself staring to the stone wall that blocked his path; the mountains that 

denied his right.  His king followed his gaze, and spoke wistfully. 

"No, quite.  Most weapons are near useless against that particular enemy.  Most nights I 

wonder how we'll ever overcome them." 
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This was Kantal's territory, but even he couldn't be confident.  Against the grey, 

confidence only accelerated the downfall. 

"There are ways, but they are ... hard." 

A grunt.  There was little more to say on the matter.  Instead they could speak of the 

wealth that lay beyond those mountains.  There was always dreaming. 

"You do trust me, don't you, Highness?" 

The ruler of Delfinia stared wistfully to the barren plains of Mikaeta; enemy territory.  

Well, perhaps enemy was too much, but not friends; not any more.  They were civil neighbours 

once – Delfinia was once even a part of the greater Mikaetan Empire – but that civility had long 

passed, sliding with the decay and jealousy of this once famous civilisation.  Mikaeta was now in 

a sorry state. 

And to emphasise the point, the travelling party started past a great rent in the encircling 

mountains of the Adunas Encolae; the entrance to the valley called Aperta.  Where he had been 

made.  Enemy eyes would be all over them – Mikaetan; Gorfinian; and even Mandari – but they 

carried the white flag and would not be endangered.  Kantal looked upon the wretched defences 

that the sorry Mikaetan imperial army still barracked.  The rickety and poorly maintained 

buildings were symbolic of the entire state of Mikaeta: flags were shredded and limp; the wood 

of the outposts was in disrepair, weather beaten and lacking fixings; and any sight of metal was 

accompanied by rust.  Images of battlefield defeats intoxicated Kantal's thoughts, and he dragged 

his eyes away.  His king had still not responded. 

"Highness?" 
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"Of course I trust you, Kantal; of course I do.  I only ... wonder.  For five hundred years 

we have been trying to lever that limpet from our territories, and yet five hundred years have 

passed without success.  To say that I am confident would be a lie." 

He had a point.  Many had tried before to break down the steely resolve of the Mandari 

defences, but none had succeeded.  There were moments of fleeting gain, but ultimately it had 

been a story of utter defeat.  Kantal was the latest to try. 

"I am not confident either." 

His king turned to him, questioning.  "If anyone should be confident―" 

"My king, forgive me, but confidence where the Mandahoi operate is entirely misplaced.  

Remove the Mandahoi from my path, and then I will be confident." 

The king snickered to himself. 

"Yes, indeed.  How idiotic of me.  That is why we are here, after all." 

Kantal nodded.  Truth be told, he doubted he'd be confident even without a path clear of 

the wraiths – the rest of Society's resistance was hardly a pushover.  But remove the Mandahoi 

and the chance was earned.  What use was there trying without a chance? 

Mother Bright was dipping against the Finder as they came around the angle of the 

mountains.  The creamy stone of the Beha Lomal glowed with a fiery quality as Mother bathed 

them in her tiredness, and the sight took Kantal's breath.  The sky ato was darkening, a rich 

bruising to the cosmos as the stars finally bore themselves.  Shadows were long, and it seemed 

that Kantal's horse stepped over burning coals as the dry scrub absorbed the dying rays of the 

sun.  Kantal scanned the roots of the mountain, sure he must see his goal, and nervous when it 

didn't appear to him. 
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But then it did, and he was shocked as he ever was.  It was a marvel of the past, a relic of 

the old Mikaetan power, and it took his heart for a ride.  When he'd returned himself, he spoke its 

name. 

"Maegwyn." 

Every time he came to this place, he wondered if this was how Elai had felt.  A true 

marvel; and a daunting nightmare. 

It was a fortress of impossible proportions, embedded in the elbow of two mountains.  A 

great ring formed the periphery of the place, many stories high, palace-thick, and a city in itself; 

the walls were the most daunting siege prospect in the known world.  But those encircling arms 

protected a condensed city of immeasurable wealth and purpose – a symbol of Mikaetan history 

now garrisoned by Gorfinian tyranny.  And that wasn't the greatest part either; the tower at the 

rear of the complex soared into the sky, numerous floors spearing rebelliously into the heavens.  

As they approached the fortress, it was almost as if the tower surpassed the mountains 

themselves, and Kantal felt his breath catch.  The wind whipped, and he shivered – yet his cloak 

was thick. 

Yes, this was definitely how Elai would have felt – terror and awe.  Fortunately, they had 

been invited. 

The gargantuan gates, themselves at least four stories in height, opened just a crack, 

barely discernible in the detail of the silhouette.  Soon, as true darkness started to creep over the 

landscape, riders could be seen, galloping at pace in their direction.  Kantal tensed, but there was 

no reason for that; they were invited.  After all, what chance of a Gorfinian betraying the trust of 

another?  Kantal laughed to himself, and his king flicked him a look. 

"Sorry, Highness – a private joke." 
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There was no easing of his king's rebuke this time. 

"Keep it to yourself, general.  The Gorfinians are not famed for their sense of humour."  

He let it sink in before stating the obvious.  "The doorman has come to greet us.  Let us meet 

them with open arms!" 

With that the king sped off with his chief banner-men, and Kantal was left to ponder the 

wisdom of his plan.  Many had tried, and all had failed; why would he be different? 

 

Illustrious company indeed.  It was a wonder Kantal wasn't nervous.  Oh hang on, he was 

rubbing his sweaty hands together.  Of course the nerves have got to him. 

"My lord, we are grateful for your invitation." 

Kantal's king was leading proceedings – the greater of the two men where etiquette was 

concerned.  He sat at the far end of the table, to the right of their host, and opposite a man of 

grand proportions.  Kantal and another were the only others in attendance, and yet the table 

would seat thirty.  The vast chamber was oppressive. 

A man in a deep hooded cloak – near-black; wool of some sort; very austere – leaned 

towards the man that he flanked; their host.  If anything, the king of Gorfinia's cloak was even 

plainer than his servant's.  This was the tyrant himself; the ruler of Gorfinia; the hooded king; 

and yet no-one ever heard him speak.  The translator, though translator was not the correct term, 

straightened and relayed the whispered words of the king. 

"My lord would like to remind you that you invited yourselves." 

A shiver.  If he wasn't sure before, he now knew for certain that they were not amongst 

friends. 

"Of course, Lord Gorfin.  Then we are grateful for your acceptance." 
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The king's hood was so deep that it projected to near elbow length from his face.  What of 

the inner could be seen was only black, and his features were impossible to discern.  That was 

the fear of the hooded king – no-one knew what lay inside.  With that simple mechanism, he kept 

a kingdom in check.  Fear was a wonderful thing. 

Kantal gulped and noted that the hood of the servant was very deep also.  It was a badge 

of honour for these strange people; the depth of the hood determining social standing.  So even 

the servant was probably a high-up aide, or perhaps even Gorfinian nobility, whatever that 

entailed.  He gulped once more, forcing himself to stop fiddling with his hands.  As he looked 

away from the Gorfinian horror, he came face to face with the man opposite him.  Another hood; 

another cloaked existence.  He felt suddenly naked, and pushed his eyes to the ground. 

And the man opposite him continued to stare in his direction.  If anything, that man was 

the most nerve-shredding of the lot. 

A tap grabbed Kantal's ear, and he turned to see the aide lean in once more.  When he 

pulled away, the clammy temperature grabbed Kantal's shoulders. 

"My lord asks if you are in need of refreshment." 

He exhaled and pulled his hand from the belt he'd been fiddling.  His king nodded 

passively, and with the subtle elevation of a hand, curtains were thrown aside about the room, 

revealing a battalion of servants.  They scurried about, turning the vast table into an exquisite 

example of casual feasting.  The only stretch of polished mahogany that remained uncluttered 

was the section that held the wide map of the near world.  They would be needing that. 

The room was incredible – taller than most houses; lined with pillars; draped with a host 

of varying but equally dour family banners.  At the far end, behind the Gorfinian king, the room 

was entirely open, bare to the inner circle of Maegwyn.  The views from up here were frankly 
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incredible – he thought he could see even to the northern lands of Rhagastos; though he couldn't 

be certain.  This was the old centre of the Mikaetan Empire at its greatest, and it was also the 

place where Delfin had challenged her father, and splintered the country that Kantal now served.  

The place reeked of history, incredible stories infecting him with every breath, and he felt 

overwhelmed to be a part of it.  The same could not be said for the others: his king was 

comfortable; the man opposite him was ... blank; and the fifth man was agitated.  Rightly so. 

If anything, that fifth man was the grandest of the lot – resplendent in gilding and bright 

colours.  He wore an over-elaborate crown of dubious construction, and he fidgeted with a 

plethora of rings, each one housing jewels that appeared to be of great value – though to the 

trained eye, they were actually cheap replicas.  He was a large man, and as one of those in 

attendance without a hood, Kantal could take in his features.  He was softer than he'd expected. 

"A fine spread, lord." 

As he spoke the words, his chin quivered.  Not the sign of a strong man.  His face was 

smooth and unblemished, his cheeks rosy red like a virgin's.  His eyes danced with nerves, and 

every time he spoke, he did so with a deeply retrenched fretful edge.  He portrayed power 

through his dress and his actions, but he could not hide the weakness – not truly.  This man was 

the polished symbol of Mikaetan decay; he was the Emperor. 

And this was the seat of his ancestors.  He must be fuming. 

As the servants scuttled back to the wings of the room – what could they be but wings? – 

pulling the curtains back to hide their presence, the aide spoke once more. 

"Please, help yourselves." 

So they did – his king and the Emperor filled goblets with a dark liquid that was most 

likely wine, and loaded sliced meats onto their plates.  When the Emperor was eating, he seemed 
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distracted from his fury at sitting in a secondary position where his ancestors once ruled.  It 

appeared that food was the only thing that he relished in life, which made sense.  Kantal too 

tucked in, steering clear of the alcohol in favour of a clear head.  The Delfinian king appeared to 

refuse food, though he did pass a cup into his darkness, bringing it back out after a barely 

perceptible gulp.  As Kantal shovelled what tasted like iron rich beef into his mouth, he looked to 

the man opposite and noticed that he wasn't eating.  The bastard was a freak. 

The aide piped up once more. 

"So, your Highness of the esteemed lands of Delfinia – what is it we can help with?" 

Everyone in the room knew why they were here, but it appeared that the Gorfinians 

wanted to labour the point.  The king wiped his mouth, taking a gulp of wine, and then stood to 

address the audience.  He offered Kantal a surreptitious look, and then walked the length until he 

was beside the map.  All eyes were trained on him, though the Emperor glanced frequently at the 

seat where he should rightfully be sitting. 

"We come asking for assistance.  We come for your help." 

The statement was simple, clear, but in a room-full of vipers, it was guaranteed to shock.  

The Emperor slammed a flabby fist onto the table, and stated his objection.  Even Kantal had not 

expected quite such a bad start. 

"And why should we offer you help?  What has Delfinia ever done for us – apart from 

splintering in the first place?" 

His king stumbled over his attempt to regain control. 

"Your Excellency, if you please.  Will you let me explain―" 

"What sort of help is it that you're after?  I have an idea, but please elaborate." 

This was the worst of it – it was like asking a cripple for a leg-up. 
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"We want military support." 

"Ha!  I have a mind to leave now."  The Emperor rose from his seat and feigned leaving, 

but he was ushered back by the calm palm of Gorfin.  His fuming did not cease.  "We have 

pleaded with Delfinia for centuries for help, and what have we got?  Nothing.  Not even a 

damned response.  Do not forget, your Highness, it is Mikaeta that still holds the flood of the 

Centro from your gates.  Never forget this." 

Of course, that wasn't technically true.  The Centro were buckling under an even greater 

strain, or that's what the reports suggested, but that was really irrelevant.  If the west came at 

them, the Emperor would indeed bear the brunt. 

"And do not forget, Emperor, that it is Delfinia that keeps you free of the burnt people.  

We too have borders to hold." 

"The burnt people are nothing compared to the Centro―" 

"Please!"  The aide spoke in response to the Gorfinian king's elevated hand.  "Let the 

king of Delfinia speak." 

The Emperor nestled back into his comfortable chair, firing a spiky glance at the usurper.  

The Gorfinian king's head did not even move, and there was no sign of emotion – how could 

there be in a black space?  That was the power of Gorfin. 

"Thank you, Lord.  As I was saying, we request your military support for an assault on 

Ahan."  A disrespecting snort from the Emperor, but Kantal's king continued.  "We have 

established a plan of immense merit, but what we have in ingenuity, we lack in resources.  But 

with your help, we believe that we can make the move that will crack that nut – we believe that 

we can take Ahan." 
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The Emperor was clearly not impressed, and Gorfin remained still.  Kantal gulped – it 

was his plan the king spoke of.  He had to be confident, but in this audience, it was ... tough.  He 

was fidgeting with his fingers once more. 

It was the Emperor who staked the first objection. 

"And how many have tried in the past?  Ahan has been a locked room for five hundred 

years, and yet you come here with promises of success.  How naive, Highness.  You do realise 

that we three nations once formed an alliance, but even with such combined authority, entry was 

denied." 

"Yes, indeed, and we shall form an alliance once more, but this time with success.  

Please, I implore you to entertain the proposal at the very least.” 

The Emperor was about to speak, but he was stalled by the Gorfinian king.  He leaned 

into his aide, who spoke on his behalf. 

"What makes you think that you have a successful design where all others have failed?" 

The king was wilting under the early pressure, but he maintained his resolve. 

"Because I believe in the man who came up with it." 

For some reason, Kantal knew that the Gorfinian king was looking at him.  His pulse 

raced, and he felt sweat on his forehead.  The aide continued without consultation. 

"And this is the man that conjured this miracle?" 

The king nodded subtly, and all eyes turned on him.  It appeared that the cover of his 

Highness had been cast aside. 

"And you are?" 

When Kantal spoke, he knew he sounded common.  In some ways he hated it, now being 

one of those times, but mostly it pleased him – it identified him.  He didn't try to oil his words. 
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"I am General Adnan ap Kantal of the Delfinian army." 

Tension rose to overwhelming levels, and he gulped – but his face stayed stony.  When 

the Gorfinian king raised his fist, Kantal assumed it was for the ear of his aide.  Instead he 

thumped it down with remarkable authority, sending noise spinning through the room, shredding 

Kantal's residual nerve.  The aide's words sliced into him. 

"Tell me, general.  What makes you think that you have earned the right to gamble with 

my Lord's property?" 

It was a good question, and Kantal knew only one way to respond.  He looked to his own 

remarkable story. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Twenty years ago | Triosec 

 

Being the fifth son of a blacksmith was tough work.  It was really tough work.  And with his 

name, it made it even tougherharder.  He had a girl's name. 

No, honestly.  His mother had been desperate for a daughter, and when she fell pregnant 

for the fifth time, she was determined that it would be a girl this time, and so she insisted on the 

name.  He'd come out with a winkle, a one-eyed snake pointing right at her, but still she persisted 

– he kept the damn girl's name. 

If he'd been a girl, then his life would have been easier. 

His oldest brother was king, obviously – the heir to the smithy empire; and he bore the 

arrogance to go with.  Boy did he wear that badly.  But in some ways that wasn't surprising, 

because though he was the oldest, he certainly wasn't the best.  That was son number two; the 

gifted child.  He had a bright future too, if only as usurper of Kantal senior junior – if that was a 

term. 
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The third son was well-placed too, somewhat eclectic in his methods, but somehow, 

someway, he'd established himself a slice of the future.  He had pioneered a 'mobile' furnace, for 

remote jobs, whilst also hooking up with his father and brothers for the heavy duty work.  He 

was often away with the army, lugging that great ceramic wagon with him, but he'd always 

return – and the wealth would be dripping.  Ironically, it was probably 'stupid' number three who 

would be most successful.  That was funny. 

Even son number four had something, if only a mediocre education.  At least their father 

was paying for a fourth education, threadbare as it was given the gold that flowed to the priests.  

Number five had nothing.  He was nothing, the boy who wasn't a girl, and he had to live with 

that every day.  Every day for ten years. 

But he had something more than all of that.  He had intrigue, like Delfin herself.  And he 

had passion.  He had unjustified and incredible passion. 

"Oi, Jossie." 

And he was called Jossie.  That was just cruel. 

He kept walking, and if anything, sped up.  Someone calling his name could only mean 

one thing – bad news.  No-one knew his name, unless it was to mock.  And mockery usually 

switched to plain old bullying soon enough.  He would keep his head low. 

He was weaving through the early morning streets of Triosec, as he always did, trying 

desperately to avoid his 'observers'.  He kept his head down and continued, hitting the main 

artery and targeting a slightly set back and yet wonderfully magnificentanimous building: all 

stone, with a shallow but elegant sloping roof.  That was his home, his true home, and that was 

where he headed.  It was where his passion manifested itself, and in many ways, it was the 

making of him.  The smithy only drew him back at night because the library closed for the 
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evening.  He thumbed the book in his hand, appreciating the relief of the leather.  Such artistry, 

and the passion it drove was insatiable.. 

"Oi, Jossie." 

The streets were near empty, which was the point.  But not empty enough.  He looked 

down to the dust-caked mud-veined stone road and wondered at the decay of this place – of this 

centre of Delfinian power.  He glanced left and right, almost despairing of the poor maintenance, 

even at his young age.  All it would take to re-affix that door was a well placed hammer and a 

true nail.  But iron was expensive, and steel was even steeper, so it just leaned there instead – 

against the frame.  Barely a door at all. 

And this was the hub of Delfinia.  So sad. 

But it was all because the heart of Delfinia had been ripped from her.  Kantal wanted to 

get that heart beating once more. 

"Oi, Jossie.  Get back here!" 

Of course, it was the Mandari who had left the fine nation in this state, stealing as they 

had the finest principality of Delfinia – Ahan.  It had been lost five hundred years ago, yes, but 

the loss was still raw in the Delfinian psyche.  That was a wound that would never heal, and the 

more that Jossie considered it, the keener it resonated with him.  Delfinia’s loss had been his 

loss..  It infected generation after generation, and at his home – the library – Jossie was able to 

absorb the whole sorry saga.  Suffice to say that he had become infected by the same anger.  He 

hated Mandaria. 

And he hated the Mandahoi.  For you couldn’t beat a Mandahoi. 

  He had read all about the yellow plague, but in his head, Mandahoi was the grey plague.  

Plagues needed to be stopped. 
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"Now!" 

Hands swept from the alley and grabbed his sad shirt.  Why had he not spotted the trap?  

He turned to face his captor, and he gulped.  It was not unexpected. 

"Hello little Jossie."  The boy of sixteen sneered at him, offering rancid breath, like he'd 

been long on the booze, and a sad row of desiccated teeth; all yellow and brown.  Jossie gulped.  

It had been a while, he supposed.  He had to look on the bright side. 

The narrow filth ridden alley seemed to darken, and Jossie knew that the other henchmen 

had entered.  The biggest, a young man of nineteen called Scrunch, lay his hands on Jossie's 

shoulders, resting his block of a jaw on Jossie’s black mop of hair.  Jossie instinctively puckered 

his arse.  He might be needing that later. 

"Be gentle, Ruf.  This one's delicate." 

A hand left his right shoulder, and Jossie tensed.  He gulped, not taking his eyes off Ruf, 

who himself was stretching into glee.  The pain scorched his senses, and he crumpled 

immediately to the floor.  The laughter was foul. 

"Whoops – I broke her." 

Sniggering from the group crawled all over the young boy – nine years Scrunch's junior.  

How was it that this young man still demanded the pleasures of the bully?  Jossie had given up 

trying to understand the bastards years ago – it had become a game of ignorance and deception.  

He was quite good at it, but not good enough.  They always found him eventually. 

"Are you going to take her?" 

This did draw Jossie's attention, and he turned his head to see brother four, Hunch, 

stooped behind the gang leader.  Bastard.  They were brothers, so the least he could do was 

intervene.  But no – he was encouraging the violation.  Sometimes Jossie wondered whether his 
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older brother actually liked watching him being taken, but the idea made him retch, so he never 

probed further.  A flashed image of his brother doing the deed made him gag, but he pushed it 

away by scrunching his eyes together. 

"Nah, not this morning.  I had my fill of whores last night.  You wanna go, Hunch?" 

Did they not know they were brothers?  Probably not.  The prick. 

Hunch shook his head firmly, but there was the faintest whiff of something there; 

yearning perhaps.  What was wrong with him? 

The rest of the group turned down the offer too, which was nice.  Jossie let his sphincter 

relax, and actually offered the faintest smile.  These boneheads probably didn't even know what a 

sphincter was. 

"Let's just punish her for the insolence then." 

What insolence?  At least this was the easy way out. 

When the five young men had finished – Jossie's brother at least restrained from 

pummelling him – he was barely left with any milky flesh, such was the extent of the bruising.  

One eye had utterly swollen, closed shut, and the other was not far off, a great weeping mass of 

pain and scorched light.  He was sure a rib or two were cracked, and as his near-crippled hand 

dragged him along the dusty ground, an instinctive flight from further punishment.  One final jab 

to the lower back made him vomit instinctively, and as he laid his face in the acidic discharge, 

the group laughed. 

"Come on boys.  I think he's had enough for one morning." 

So much pain; so much humiliation; so much hatred.  As he tried to lift his cheek from 

the vomit puddle, red-hot tremors scorched him, and he dropped his head with a sad slap.  As his 

vision faded, he saw that his library book had been ground into the dirt.  In some ways, the 
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desecration of that fine artistry was the saddest part of all.  A tear left him as his vision faded to 

black... 

...And when he awoke, the city was alive with noise.  The heat on him suggested it was 

near to midday, if not early afternoon, but there was no way to tell.  Not while he was still face 

first in vomit. 

To be fair, his sick had dried now, and he was almost comfortable on the sandy ground, 

even despite his flourishing injuries.  Feet moved horizontally and absently across his vision, the 

busy patter of shoppers and self-important people.  None noticed Jossie; none noticed the near-

to-death ten year old laying at the side of the road.  And why would they?  They were busy. 

He reached out for the ruined carcass of his book, and as he did, a woman in a long 

colourful robe – a fashion which was perversely imported from Mandari Ahan – tripped, and 

hopped herself to rights.  She spun around scowling, and looked right at him; witnessed the state 

he was in.  She scowled. 

"Watch it." 

Most likely she thought he was a drunk.  A ten year old drunk.  What was to help?  He 

couldn't blame here.  There was no point in any case.  The anger swelled deep within, feeding his 

passion – a dark engine that he kept hidden within.  What good could come from sharing it? 

It was definitely mid afternoon by the time he dragged his sorry ass into the library.  He 

knew because he recognised the librarian at the front desk, peering as he was over pretentiously 

small spectacles.  He welcomed him as he would any other visitor. 

"Good afternoon, Jossie.  Please make sure to keep the noise down." 
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He tried to respond with words, but only a faint hiss seeped out of his fat mouth, spittle 

flying randomly.  He held up the battered book, handing it in, and when the librarian recognised 

its state, Ero himself seemed to rain down upon Jossie.  This was sacrilege. 

"How dare you disrespect―" 

"Leave him alone.  Can you not see that the kid's in a state." 

The librarian snapped his head to the interventionist.  "I was about to suggest that he 

should not be permitted entry in that state, but―" 

"That's not what I mean, idiot.  He's been beaten up." 

The new voice materialised next to Jossie, with a body to boot; a strange gangly body 

with odd protrusions in any place it was possible.  He was Bulge, the head librarian, and he was 

Jossie's ... friend.  His only friend if truth be told, and even that was a push.  Sometimes Bulge 

had the same look in his eyes that brother four had, but there had never been a fracas.  Bulge laid 

a gentle hand on his shoulder, challenging the junior librarian.  The other peered menacingly 

over those pathetic spectacles. 

"Look at the state of this book." 

"It is a copy, fool.  Anyone worth their scholarship should see that straight off.  I do not 

let Jossie leave with anything of value because, unfortunately for the poor pup, this is a frequent 

outcome." 

The other was resisting his reprimand.  "He looks like he deserves it to me, a clear 

troublemaker." 

Bulge evidentlyclearly wanted the last word, but as he went to fight back, his tongue just 

sort of flopped out of his mouth.  He scratched at the bloated bulge of his stomach – how he got 
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his name – and promptly turned and dragged Jossie down the hall.  The desk was left sneering 

after them. 

It was a great building, the library; simple and solidly built.  So much of Triosec was 

temporary, rushed, infected with premature decay, but the library was a shining exception.  A 

large box of a room, it was lined with regiment after regiment of finely polished wooden shelves.  

Well-oiled roller-steps lived in each aisle, and between the ranks of literature, fine leather bound 

reading seats were placed with precision.  There was also gantry edging the higher part of the 

room offering exclusive access to some of the finer collections, and this was now where Jossie 

sat, Bulge tending to his wounds.  It was testament to the frequency of the beatings that Bulge 

moved with a practised hand and barely a question. 

"Was your brother there?" 

Jossie nodded sadly.  That had been a recent development. 

"You must tell your father." 

He wanted to reply that his father didn't even notice that he was 'home' unless he got 

under his feet.  He wanted to say that his father was likely to join Scrunch with the beating, but 

he knew it would come out as a hiss and a spit.  He kept silent. 

And then he was drawn, his un-blackened eye agitated upwards.  There was movement 

on the royal gallery, the only place higher than the limited access gantry, and as Jossie looked 

longingly to that lovely place, a disapproving gaze turned on him and a face scowled.  He was no 

sight for a king.  He was no sight at all. 

Bulge noticed his apprehension, and confirmed. 

"Aye, the king is in today.  Pain in the arse for all of us that is.  Stops us doing any real 

work."  Jossie looked shocked at this attitude, but Bulge shrugged, and stared blandly at the 
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monarch at the rail.  It was a momentary stand-off, a real conflict between the regal ruler with his 

fine shape, glossy hair, and powerful presence, and the man they called Bulge for all the wrong 

reasons.  Even his loose sack-like robes couldn't hide his ridiculous shape. 

But he didn't care, and that was awesome.  Jossie liked Bulged, but in that moment he 

utterly adored him.  He was the father he'd never had, and he would even stand up to the king in 

Jossie's defence.  He noticed that the monarch had turned from the balustrade and returned to the 

reclusive finery within his private place. 

"Whass he doon he-e."  Not exactly eloquent, but Bulge seemed to understand. 

"Planning war.  That's all he ever does here." 

War?  In a place of books?  That didn't make sense. 

"Oh it makes perfect sense, young Kantalmaster.  Conflict is as much about the thinking 

as it is about the doing, and what better place to think than here.  Silence is an idea's best friend." 

That resonated.  Jossie had always loved the silence.  It was a time when he could be 

entirely himself, and he thought that perhaps he was even slightly smart with it, ideas flowering 

that others might not find.  He was certainly passionate. ButH he had no basis of comparison, but 

it made him almost proud.  In here, in this place, he could be his own private king.  He could win 

his own wars. 

But as the oil passed over a particularly deep gash, he winced, and wished he could 

expand his smarts into the real world.  If only he could teach himself to fight. 

Hang on.  What if he could teach himself to fight? 

"I thought you'd never ask."  Bulge was smiling.  What was that?  Was Jossie's mind not 

even his own?  "Come with me." 

And he did.  As he flicked through the books, he could feel the bruises easing. 
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Two years.  Two long years of study; repetition; exercise; study; practise; failure; practise; study; 

and moderate success.  His study of all else had petered to nothing – the occasional vocational 

foray into the residual archives.  His passion was unquenchable, and the arts were a way to feed 

that passion – as-well as avoiding the beatings.  Win win, surely?But his study of the arts was 

insatiable.  He consumed with burning greed, and absorbed with startling capacity.  At first, 

everything he read had been new; and with it came stumbling difficulty.  But the more he read, 

the more the pieces fit together.  It was like a great and bloody puzzle. 

And still the beatings continued.  Of course they did – he would not reveal himself until 

success was assured. 

Solo practical exercises were easily fulfilled in the cavernous and sadly empty library.  

Realistic practise with others was, unfortunately, harder to come by.;  Bulge was hardly a 

sparring partner after all.  And that was the worst of it; the fact that for all the academic and 

exercise-based research he could muster, he would never know the reality.  He had to be sure, 

had to be utterly sure that he would succeed.  And that took time.  A lot of time. 

He found himself sneaking out at night, watching bar-room brawls with relish, analysing 

them until he could plan and successfully imagine his resistance; his interpretation, all the time 

fed by his own dark internal engine.  And soon, such drunken scraps were not worth the effort.  

He needed something faster, more refined, with more leverage.  He needed to watch warriors. 

And so he did.  He found nooks in the crumbling mess of the proving grounds; the 

training sphere for the armed forces of Delfinia.  There he absorbed the greater challenges, 

watching duels, flashing blades, impossible skill and dexterity, and he would act along, in the 

shadows.  At first he imagined winning the fight with his own sword and shield, and then he 
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knew he could do it with his bare hands.  He was quick, and his mind was shrewd and path-rich.  

He was a match for a master of Delfinia; or at least he was in his imagination.  He must surely be 

a match for a bunch of sad bullies.  Surely? 

"Oi, Jossie." 

Two years had passed, two years of lifting, pumping books, and climbing monkey-like 

through the library.  He was even now able to scale the walls to the royal gallery, and had once 

snuck in to sample the opulence.  It left him breathless.  He even found maps sprawled about, 

plans for the latest actions against the Mandari invaders.  He was desperate to consume that high-

end military intelligencetheory, but he knew his time was short.  Maybe one day.  Maybe one 

day. 

"Jossie, you big girl.  Get here." 

Was two years enough?  Surely it must be.  Two years to overcome some sad bullies.  He 

flexed his biceps, which he always kept covered with loose fitting clothes.  Not that he had a 

choice.  None of his clothes were tailored.  Bulge had started looking at him with a hint more 

yearning, and he knew something was up – but Bulge would not follow his urges.  He was at 

least a man of principle.  Jossie fingered the book in his hand, looking to the tight tendons over 

the back of his knuckles.  It was enough to stir confidence. 

"GET―" but this time, little Jossie was ahead of the game, and he side-stepped neatly, 

twisting around until Ruf stumbled and hit the floor.  "―HIM!" 

He turned to face the approaching Scrunch, now twenty-one and still fucking children.  

He puckered his arse; that reflex would never leave him. 
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Ruf pulled himself from the floor, wiping sandy filth from his face.  Scrunch came up 

alongside, and Jossie knew that the third gang member would be blocking his rear.  His brother, 

Hunch, was sniggering in the shadows. 

It was the senior gang member who cajoled first. 

"What's the matter, little Jossie?  Grown some balls?" 

He stroked the leather-bound book, a real valuable book this time.  That was how he 

knew it was time.  He could not afford for it to get destroyed.  He walked to the side of the alley, 

and placed the literature delicately on the floor.  Then he returned to face the bastards.  They 

looked confused. 

"Yes, I've grown some balls.  And you're not touching them." 

He sniggered, the foul bastard.  "It's not your balls I'm after." 

Hunch giggled from the shadows, and his voice had a sad squeak to it; the consequence 

of late manhood. 

"You going to have him, Scrunch?" 

The big man yanked his sleeves up, and nodded purposefully.  "Yes, I am.  I haven't 

splashed for a few hours, and I don't like her attitude.  She needs to be taught." 

And it all came down to this.  Two years of personal searching and tribulation.  Two 

years of intensive training, and not a single moment of practical exercise, and it all came down to 

this.  All of it – ended here.  He wanted to smile, but he couldn't. 

Something was wrong.  He couldn't do it, and his new-found muscles turned flabby.  

Why?  Why wouldn't they work?  His mind was full of ideas, a million tactics that would 

dominate this slow and cumbersome approach, and yet he couldn't see any of them.  His training 

had abandoned him, and his arse would pay the price.  FUCK. Comment [DR26]: The expletives need 
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"Are you going to resist, princess?" 

The drawling bastard was in his ears, crawling all over him.  His skin, still slightly 

bruised from the last encounter, tugged nervously, hairs standing on end.  His mind was a wash 

of chaos, confusion, fear and anxiety; disappointment.  And as Scrunch moved within the range 

of his crude side-swipe, Jossie's mental state stretched out to something else; something pure.  It 

was anger, and it was exquisite as his dark engine took over.  He kept it in, and his fists shook.  

He had no idea what was going on. 

"Come now – pull those trousers down―" 

His right hand was plank straight, and he jabbed with such ferocity at Srunch's apple that 

the man recoiled with a spasm.  Hot alcohol-ridden breath ejected itself at Jossie, but he was not 

distracted.  His fury was focussing, and as he watched Scrunch wriggle on the ground, he smiled 

manically.  The twelve year old fells the twenty-one. 

"You git!"  Ruf came forward, restraining purpose in his movements, but Jossie was 

beyond.  As Ruf's right hand reached out, Jossie shifted out of the way, and forced Ruf to follow 

his momentum until he crashed into the third thug coming in behind.   Their skulls cracked 

satisfactorily, but they soon had their senses.  Well, they soon came at him. 

Ruf was the first to taste real punishment.  First a swift kick to the balls doubled him over 

– and there was real savagery in the strike; such was Jossie's hatred of those genitals.  And as the 

thug was bent double, Jossie thrust a well pointed knee at his nose.  Blood exploded as Ruf spilt 

to the ground, and movement was entirely lacking.  Jossie may have killed him, but he didn't 

care.  The fury still coursed. 

Third thug – who Jossie noted that he'd never known the name of – was still, but the 

twitch of his eye told a whole story.  Jossie ducked, and as Srunch's fist flew over his head, he 
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grabbed the forearm and punched the elbow with as much as he could muster.  It turned out it 

was a lot, and the arm sheared exquisitely.  As Scrunch fell to the floor, wailing, Jossie 

screamed.  His fury was broken, but as the third ran desperately away, so were his enemies.  

Only brother four remained – rooted and shock-riddled. 

"I AM NOT JOSSIE."  His brother ran, and brother five smiled.  He spoke only to 

himself, though he knew that Scrunch heard.  "From now on, I am only Kantal."  He was the 

smith. 

As the bully lay whining on the floor, and the other thug still dribbled blood onto the 

dirty ground, Kantal went to get his book, and dusted it down.  He continued on his way to the 

library.  Now he had the means, but he needed to clarify his purpose. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Fifteen years ago | Triosec 

 

It was fair to say that a reputation as a bitch-kicking juvenile didn't win Kantal the affections of 

his family.  Quite the opposite in fact – he was treated like a rabid dog.  The smithy seemed such 

a small space. 

At the age of fifteen, he was still, technically, the least educated sibling in the household 

– but he was definitely the most learned.  Conversation with his family was like enduring idiots, 

and he felt consistently wasted.  When he wasn't reading a book, his thumbs twitched 

impatiently.  Damn, he hated this place. 

"Oi, Joss."  They had taken to calling him that.  It was marginally less insulting than 

Jossie, but it was hardly the rough title he deserved.  He refused to respond to any name other 

than his surname.  It was that or nothing. 

His eyes continued to tweak the words from the page of the old tome, layering them 

expertly in his mind and conjuring the imagery around them.  It was the work of a woman called 

Delfin – the Queen Delfin; mother of modern day Delfinia.  It was her story, by her hand, and it 
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was a rare piece of prose.  So much of her life painted her as a traitorous bitch or a magnanimous 

empress, but the reality was so stark, so different.  She was confused, and she was scared.  But 

she was also curious, and that's what drove her to greatness.  She was not content with the 

answer she was given, even when her father insisted.  She had to find out for herself. 

And it was this strength of character that splintered the eternal Empire of Mikaeta.  She 

broke the very lineage of written history just by being curious.  That only encouraged Kantal. 

"Joss!" 

The book was called 'the dark side of the stone', and Kantal had read it hundreds of times.  

He never grew bored of its inspiration. 

"For Ero's sake, Kantal, will you listen to me?" 

He turned with a smirk on his face.  He loved winding his thick old father up. 

"Ah, father – I didn't notice you there." 

"I was calling yer name for fuck's sake." 

Kantal was exercising his linguistic skills more and more, though he hated the common 

twang of his accent.  Nonetheless, he sounded fresher than the rest of the household combined. 

"Apologies, father.  All I heard was the whispering shadow of my past." 

"You are a fucking girl after all." 

The smirk widened.  "Care to say that to my face?" 

His father was huge – fifty times the proposition of Hunch, who was, in reality, a sallow 

and flabby excuse of a man.  No, his smith of a father was still in remarkable shape for his age; 

his arms were like heavy trunks.  They had come to blows twice: the first time, when Kantal was 

thirteen, he had been humbled into submission by the sheer weight of his father.  Last time, a 

year ago, he'd left with a black eye and a two broken ribs.  But he'd also left with the pride, 
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because his father was sprawled on the floor without his wits.  Since then, he had insisted on 

Kantal. 

"Son – you cannot call yourself by your surname.  It's stupid.  We are all Kantal." 

"But I am THE Kantal." 

"No disrespect, Joss, but I am THE Kantal.  I am senior, and I also live the name.  You 

are a pretentious little prick." 

Unfortunately he could hardly argue with that analysis – his father, and his brothers in 

fact, did live the name, and he didn't.  He should have used a different name, but he was too far 

down the road now.  He needed to persist, so he would. 

"What do you want?" 

Easier to step aside for the moment.  Rather that than concede to his stupid father. 

"I want you to learn the meaning of your name.  I want you to help me." 

Surely that was a loaded request.  Kantal was, ironically, an outcast in the Kantal family 

– he really should have been more creative with the name.  AnKantal perhaps?  He wasn't in on 

the family trade because there was no space for him.  Why would his father be saying this? 

"It's because the others are out, and I have a real important order to fulfil.  I only need 

your help for the morning.  You can return to your sulking this afternoon." 

"It is not―" 

"I don't have time for your bollocks, Joss.  Get out here." 

Almost Eevery fibre of his being told him to sod the bastard, but one chord pulled in the 

other direction – his inquisitive streak; the curious and dark engine.  He may not crave a career in 

metal, but he was intrigued to see the trade in action; to be a part of it.  It could hardly do harm to 

learn. 
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And so he followed. 

He had expected to walk right into the forge room, where the action happens, but instead 

he was levered into a storeroom out back.  He laughed to himself and earned a scowl from his 

up-high father – the man dwarfed AnKantal. 

  They stopped in front of a hunk of bitter and scorched iron compound.  It was huge, the 

size of his father plus some, and it was entirely underwhelming – whatever it was.  Kantal's 

shoulders hung, and he asked the obvious question. 

"What is it?" 

His father was gazing at the thing as if it were offspring – a look Kantal had never felt.  It 

seemed utterly absurd to idolise such scrap; that was, until his father spoke. 

"It is a Mahani steel bloom.  This is the raw material for the finest swordsmithery the 

world has ever known.  This is Mandari steel, my son." 

He smiled, a broad thing that stung Kantal's pride.  He felt himself looking at the metallic 

mess, all black stains and flashes of light, and found his own jaw dropping.  He couldn't see how, 

but he believed his father. 

"How did you get it?" 

"I didn't – the customer did.  This bloom of steel is more valuable than everything I own."  

Damn.  Who was the client?  "It is the king himself who has ordered this work." 

Kantal's breath caught, and he recalled the brief moment he had stared upon the ruler and 

his son in the library.  Since when was his father taking commissions from the king? 

But a more immediate question jumped forth – “how many swords are you expecting to 

make?  This is a lot of steel.  There must be more than twice his body weight here.” 

When his father spoke, it took his breath away. 
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"One.  Just a single blade.  I am nervous, Joss." 

For once Joss didn't correct the use of his name.  He could see the trepidation on his 

father's face, and very suddenly he felt fifteen.  This was entirely daunting, and the urge to 

succumb to his father's word was absolute.  Only the urge to understand was greater, and it kept 

him planted to the ground. 

"What do we do first?" 

His father smiled, but it was as much a grimace if truth be told.  "We break this bastard 

up.  Only a third of this bloom is fit for use, and we need to break that third out – and split that 

third into three piles: char- rich; char -poor; and char -neutral.  It’ll take all morning, but only 

then can we begin." 

His father lied – it took them all day. 

When his brother returned home, he laughed at the sight of Kantal, top off, skinny but 

taught young body on show, and sauntered straight through to the forge room.  Brother two, 

named Anch, was more barely more sympathetic, but Kantal didn't care.  He may have actually 

been enjoying himself.  He and his father would take it in turns to angle the crowbar into the 

metallic mess, targeting clear points of differential.  The other would then use a heavy mallet to 

force the bar in, and the material apart.  By the time the sun was sinking, they had three very 

distinct piles of impossibly valuable material, and a rather larger one of waste.  Kantal ached all 

over, already, having repeatedly exercised muscles that were only sporadically used – at least, he 

rarely used them.  His father seemed unfazed.  When his father finally dragged his eyes from the 

metal to look at him, Kantal could barely make out the expression in the shadow of dusk.  

Somehow though, it shone through.  It was a smile. 

"Did you enjoy the work?" 
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He nodded hungrily, revelling in the delicate thread that had been woven between them.  

Until this moment, he had been the bastard who'd refused his role as a daughter, and a rebellious 

little vandal at that.  Here and now, for just the briefest moment, he was a son.  He almost wanted 

to cry, but that was not for now.  That would be much later. 

His father came over and slapped him on the shoulder.  The smile only extended on one 

side of his face, a sly exchange, but somehow that was even greater.  That was a smile reserved 

for the finest deeds of offspring. 

"Perhaps we will work this blade together.  Would you like that?" 

Yes he bloody well would.  In that moment, it was all he could think about. 

 

And he did grow to love the work.  It suited his inquisitive side, and in all honesty, it fanned the 

child in him.  He had spent all fifteen years of his youth playing the adult; hiding from the bullies 

and hiding from his family.  Here though, he was his father's son.  Here he was a young smith 

hoping to inherit a great trade.  Here, temporarily, he found happiness.  Genuine happiness (and 

purpose?) 

Just a shame it wouldn't last. 

His brothers, both Anch and the ringleader – Jeb, number one – both refused to work 

Mahani steel.  They considered it a terribly poor substitute, and as Kantal quickly learned, it was.  

The Mandari did not have easy access to the great iron ore supplies of the Gorfinian Black 

Mountains; nor the Dead Sentinels even further left of, in the desolate hunting grounds of the 

Rhagastos.  They would not even have much access to that immaculate steel imported from the 

Other World, though no doubt they caught some.  No, the Mandari were mineral poor, and the 

blooms, as a consequence, being formed of iron dust at best, were patchy and sub-standard. 
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And yet somehow they made the finest weapons in the known world.  How? 

It was something his brothers had no time for.  They were too busy rushing through trade; 

drinking; whoring; and every now and then, visiting their wives.  They reluctantly helped their 

father when he insisted, but it was always begrudging – and they would not learn.  The Mandari 

ways stayed without their grasp. 

But Kantal was hungry, and he absorbed the lessons like a sponge.  Each meticulous 

stage was a miracle b.  Because what they did with the steel was incredible. 

First the char-poor steel was smithed through an unrelenting process.  It took an age, to 

bash that piece of metal until it was near enough a quarter of its original size.  But it was 

essential, because with the heating and hammering, impurities were ejected, and faults were 

closed up.  The steel was made strong, and complete, the heart of a weapon, and because this was 

char-poor, the steel was remarkably flexible. 

And then the real work began. 

The other two steel compounds, char-rich and char-neutral, were heated and layered, 

bashed also, but folded over one another, reheated, and forge welded into a single piece of 

gleaming steel.  The folding created a bamboozling medium between deadly hard yet brittle, and 

softer but subtly flexible.  And then, because the folding was done in perpendicular layers, the 

toughness of the resulting steel was – apparently – staggering.  After ten days and nights, and 

from an eye-watering volume of base materials, they had forged a single edged sabre of 

exceptional quality from materials that should not have been usable. 

And with each passing day, his brothers' smirks drooped into something else entirely – 

jealousy he thought.  That in turn triggered the smirk to his own face, and he saw it mirrored on 

his father. 
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"Go fetch some rusty old steel for me, will you." 

Oh the gift.  Oh the heady gift!  He walked right across the forge room, and picked a 

reasonable looking broadsword that Jeb had been working on and only recently finished.  He 

offered a venomous passing gaze as he enquired. 

"Will this do?" 

"Aye – that looks good."  Jeb's eyes were like spitting furnaces as he walked past, but he 

had the immunity of his father.  His father made him hold out the weapon, firm as he could, as he 

slashed down with the new forged Mandari steel.  It bit into the weapon deep and hard – a 

mighty gash in the body of the thing.  Jeb would need to re-work it. 

And his father offered his eldest a knowing smile.  "Still think this is sub-standard steel?" 

Oh the joy.  Oh the humanity!  Was this the crest of a wave? 

As Kantal left the forge room, Jeb hissed in his ear.  "I'll get you for this." 

But he didn't care.  In that moment, he was invincible.  In that moment, and perhaps 

forever. 

When the king turned up the following day, with his son in tow, Kantal was expecting the 

order to retreat to the bowels.  But no; he was allowed to stay.  His father wanted him by his side.  

It was ecstasy.  Perhaps it was the greatest moment of pride in his life – the only moment of 

pride in his life.  It was a turning point. 

The King stood before them, looking remarkably plain if truth be told.  He was ageing, 

snow spreading through his thick beard and cascading about the gold crown.  His robes were 

green, Delfinia's colours, but beneath that fine piece, he appeared to be wearing rather 

comfortable but plain clothes.  Only the high leather boots told of obvious wealth. 

"I hear it's a fine weapon." 
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"Aye, she's a beauty."  Everyone else in the smithy was on their knees, all but his father.  

The guards outside in their immaculately polished plate stood still, but their eyes darted this way 

and that, searching for threats.  Kantal saw all of this from flutters of his eyes upwards, but soon 

he would be offered a better view.  A heavy hand squeezed his shoulder, and he was ushered up.  

And then he was there, standing before the King.  Only the second time in his life. 

No – last time he was sitting, and he was beaten to the brink.  The King would not see 

that same soft child. 

"This is my son..."  His father wanted to say Joss, bute he had the politeness to relent.  

Damn, Kantal was glowing at that!  His father continued.  "He helped with the work." 

And then a young man stepped forward, someone Kantal had not even noticed.  The 

youth, in similar robes and arguably more elaborate underclothes, was a mimic of the older man 

facially; tapered chin and high cheek bones.  His hair was still dark and thick, and the fairness of 

his skin suggested he was little older than Kantal, if at all, and in that briefest moment, he 

recognised the boy. 

He had been there at the library too.  He was the son – the heir. 

"Then I thank you."  In that moment, Kantal knew he was recognised.  What would he 

say? 

The heir turned away from Kantal, and faced the father once more.  "And I offer this 

knife as a gift for the work.  It would not stand up to your fine craftsmanship, but it has its own 

subtle worth, I'm sure you'll see." 

Hardly subtle: it was glittering with jewels. 
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But Kantal did not need that symbol of recognition.  He had the firm hand of his father, 

and the knowing smile of the heir of Delfinia.  He had never felt so good.  His purpose 

flourished, and the sour edge faded to almost nothing. 

As he left the room, his eldest brother offered a grim smile, but he would not let it get to 

him.  Not now at least. 

 

He woke to chaos.  He often woke to chaos, but this was different. 

"WHERE IS IT?" 

Usually it was the dull clang of steel on near molten steel that stirred him in the morning 

– the sound of his brothers starting their day.  To be fair to the idiots, they did have a remarkable 

capacity for early schedules even after late festivities, but it could hardly be called a quality.  

Today was different; his father was angry. 

"WHERE!" 

Kantal did not have a big room out back in the smithy, and the one source of light he had 

was through the chimney of the small hearth.  There was a blood red glow to the sky beyond, and 

that forebode.  He stretched his shoulders, creasing the sleep ache out of his neck, and then threw 

his legs over the side of the bed.  Damn he had slept well.  It must have been the fire-liquor he’ 

had shared with his father. 

"COME ON YOU BASTARDS, WHERE IS IT?" 

His eyes would barely open; such was his grog.  He never felt like this.  He was hardly 

the sprightliest morning creature, but he was no slug either; the constant threat of bullies drilled 

that into you.  He tried to shake sense back into himself as.  H he hardly heard his brothers' 
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whimpering response.  He wanted to laugh at their pathetic showing, but tiredness would not 

allow him that luxury.  No, he was feeling mighty shit, if truth be told. 

And then his door cracked open, and his father marched in.  The fury was rabid on his 

face. 

"Still here, then?" 

The question was aimed at him, but he couldn't work out for the Maker what it meant.  

He tried to shake the weariness away once more, and from the shadows behind his father, he 

caught a whiff of something putrid.  Jeb was smiling cruelly at him.  Now he was alert.  He stood 

, standing straight. 

"Of course I'm still here.  Why would I be anywhere else?" 

His father flicked his eyes, and Kantal was drawn to a packed rucksack.  His packed 

rucksack.  The sour smile stretched in the shadows, and he felt the cruel menace of the bullies 

once more.  He had not beenfelt beaten for three years, but that sense was returning.  It was 

returning fast. 

"I don't know what that's doing there." 

"Well, let's just have a look inside then." 

No!  That was the worst thing that could happen, though he did not know why.  His legs 

moved, but they were not in agreement with each other, and he fell to his knees.  A snigger from 

the bastard, and it was starting to make sense.  They had drugged him. 

And his father was ripping the items from the bag, feeling about for something in 

particular.  Looking for whatever he had lost. 
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And Kantal knew what it was before he even found it.  He also knew it was there, and the 

rising sense in his pit let him see the reality.  He could not survive this.  His father would not 

allow it. 

So he ran. 

As he pushed between his sneering brothers, he turned back to see the father – the same 

man who may have actually loved him yesterday – with venom oozing from his eyes.  He held 

the jewelled dagger aloft, and cried after Kantal in something between desperation and 

mourning. 

"After everything I did for you, Jossie.  Why would you repay me like this?" 

He could not answer because his brothers had it planned.  He would never be allowed in 

this place again. 

As he raced through the living space, he snatched up 'the dark side of the stone'.  It was 

the only thing he owned, a gift from Bulge before he'd died, and he was buggered if he was 

leaving it to the idiots.  And besides – he had nowhere else now.  Not even a place to sleep. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Twelve years ago | Triosec 

 

It turned out that living on the streets was rough.  Even compared to a life of misery at the 

smithy, and false sincerity at the library, this was worse.  The library was paradise by 

comparison, and even the smithy was just bullying.  This was downright misery.  He had left in 

such a hurry that he'd been entirely unprepared for a life of rough, but a child of his background 

was nothing if not resourceful.  Within a cycle of Fortune, he had his routine down to a pinch. 

And if he knew Triosec well before, then he held her secrets in his pockets now.  In many 

ways he had become the king of the damned city, though in many other ways he was mere gutter 

scum.  It was a shame that most of the population saw the latter. 

And yet he retained a sense of personal pride, refusing to be sucked into the vortex of 

self-deprecation that seemed to plague a majority of the city's "lost"; though "lost" seemed 

entirely inappropriate when the unfortunate population were actually one of the more common 

sites in the city.  They were visible, but they were not noticed. 

Which was why Kantal fitted in so well. 
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His hair was wild and long, scraped back into a tight tail which hung from the base of his 

neck, tied up with a hempen chord.  He had patchy and sadly wispy facial hair sprouting, young 

man of eighteen as he was, and he would dearly love to shave it off.  But a clean-shaved waif 

was noticeable, and invisibility was useful.  He had freedom at the very least. 

And if the freedom was good for anything, then it was good for fuelling his incessant 

hunger for learning.  The dark engine had not left him, no indeed.  His force of was as strong as 

ever.  It was just a shame that he’d been bereft of purpose. 

Bulge was gone years ago, and the only book he could claim to own was 'the dark side of 

the stone',; and fine a work as it was, it held very little more for him.  He had worn the pages thin 

with his religious pawing of the text, and he was tired of searching for that elusive suggestion 

hidden in the forest of familiar sentences.  Queen Delfin had no more to teach him.  Or at least 

no more than she’d taken to her grave.  He yearned to see that sacred place, but it was lost – in 

Altunia; amongst the usurpers.  That only fuelled him further. 

Fortunately, the library was not a guarded proposition, and so alternative narratives were 

accessible.  Delfinia placed remarkably scant weight on her literary collections, and the 

cavernous silence of the grand old building was testament to that blinded ignorance.  Nothing 

like the Mandari, no – Kantal understood that the Oracle was revered, almost above all other 

sites.  But alas, Delfinia's loss was Kantal's gain, and as he shimmied up the side of the building, 

he licked his fuzz topped lips.  There were worse ways to spend one's days. 

His unsolicited access to the building was through a window that seemed to remain 

perennially unlocked about the upper gantry.  It was still early morning, but as he edged his way 

closer to the top of the wall, perspiration seemed to slick his grip, and he looked back with a 

nervous edge.  There were people down there now. 
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He shook the idea from his head, revelling in the challenge of the climb.  As a slap of 

wind unsettled him, his moist palm threatened to give, but a forceful extension of his knees 

projected his other hand the final distance, and he was all but assured safety.  He found himself 

gulping as he hauled himself over the edge. 

Of course, he would much rather have made the climb early in the day, before the threat 

of city life was alerted, but he'd run into trouble.  It turned out that the baker he'd stolen from the 

night previous was not one to let a financial loss lie, and he'd hunted Kantal all night with the 

Wings in tow.  As Kantal was emerging into the barely-light to make his way to his beloved 

temple, the bastard city guards had descended upon him with the baker screaming for his head.  

It took all of Kantal's wit, and no small amount of his pocket aggression, to get out of that one.  

But by the time he'd shaken his tail, the early chance was gone. 

Better if he were to lay low a few days, to be honest.  Better to be in the library.  That's 

why he'd made the climb. 

He eased the creaking window open, its filthy glazing barely reflecting the bright 

daylight.  The silence of the place always offered danger with any movement, but he had to take 

the chance.  And besides, once inside, he could conceal himself from anyone.  Bulge had taught 

him all the places – and he meant all the places.  He instinctively rubbed his posterior.  But as he 

hauled his meagre sack of possessions behind him, it was evident that he was alone.  The library 

should be open by now, but such was the lack of demand, the new chief-librarian often forgot to 

open the doors at all. 

As he closed the window behind him, without a care, he thought he heard the inflamed 

cry of the baker.  He truly did hold a grudge, and Kantal allowed himself a chuckle as he popped 

a morsel of the stolen wares into his mouth.  And with that satisfaction, and the dimming of the 
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engine, he felt tired.then he felt tired.    He revelled in his isolation, and found himself looking to 

the Royal Gallery.  Now was as good a time as any.  And besides – iIf anywhere was likely to 

house comfy surroundings, then... 

He was almost licking his lips at the prospect of cushioning. 

Turns out Iit was a bit of a bugger to get in if truth be told, especially with aching limbs.; 

Kantal knew of no 'secret' ways inside.  In fact, he could not fathom how access was gained at 

all, and he made a note to investigate once inside.  Instead, he managed to claw his way about the 

far wall of the library, gripping barely proudconcealed bricks with an unnatural leverageforce.  

Halfway across the void, he regretted choosing this moment to slake his investigative streak – he 

was still aching from the climb – but once he'd placed his hand on the rail, he exhaled, and 

smiled.  Ha – king after all! 

"What do you think you're doing?" 

If he hadn't been holding the rail, he would now be dead.  In fact, he wasn't entirely sure 

that wasn't still the case.  A hand extended, offering leverage over the banister, but Kantal did 

not know what to expect on the other side.  When he found it, it did not bode well. 

The young man was pristine – utterly pristine.  He wore simple black trousers, pressed to 

a dangerous edge, and a shirt of such whiteness that it actually pained Kantal's eyes; it had been a 

long time since he’s seen anything that clean.  His hair was glossy and well ordered, his face 

trimmed deadly tight, and he had deep eyes which betrayed a remarkable confidence – 

remarkable because it seemed so out of place on a man so young.  And yet Kantal knew this 

man, and knew it was not misplaced.  He looked to the belt, and saw the sabre that he'd helped 

forge with his very own hands.  It was an effort to draw them away. 

"I said, what are you doing?" 
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He remembered himself, and dropped to a knee.  "Apologies, Highness."  His acidic self 

unwrapped itself, just in case.  He dearly hoped he would not need it. 

"Oh get up.  And I'm not 'Highness'.  I am the heir; not the king." 

Could he get up?  Could he stand gaze to gaze with the future head of his nation?  He was 

Kantal, and he'd always battled the odds.  The deeper shades unwound further, but they were 

well in check.  The sense translated into a confidence of his own, and he extended himself, 

standing almost toe to toe with the heir. 

Only then did embarrassment strike.  He was a state. 

"So?"  The PrinceHe tapped a foot, as if inpatient, and then reinforced the question again 

a seemingly final time.  "What are you doing here?" 

What better way to shock than with the truth? 

"I hear that my Kking has an excellent collection on military tactics.  I have come to 

indulge."  And perhaps have a nap?  No – that wouldn't do. 

Those deep eyes had firmed in the three years since they'd last come face to face, and the 

expression was certainly hard.  But Kantal had grown too, he was rougher certainly, and he 

ensured his firm defiance.  The heir stated the obvious. 

"What makes you think you have a right to access these books?" 

Bulge escaped his lips, "the library, and all its contents, is for the people.  And besides; 

what possible harm is there in perusing these volumes when no other bugger is looking at them?" 

He regretted the use of the word almost instantly, but his coiled anger stopped him from 

apologising. 

"This bugger minds."  Stern authority, and a hand on the hilt of the magnificent weapon, 

diluted Kantal's resolve ever so, but then that stony face melted into something else.  The heir 
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laughed.  "Oh, don't worry about it.  There's nothing but dull statistics in these tomes anyway.  

This is no way to win a fight.  This is."  He tapped the pommel of his precious sabre. 

And with that lightening of the atmosphere, Kantal's confidence grew once more.  He 

would not have military mechanics belittled by this ... prince. 

"I beg to differ, my prince.  The maths behind the mayhem is of utmost importance." 

The PrinceHe turned about and strutted into the room, Kantal following. 

"Nonsense, it is an easy equation.  If I have a thousand fine men with fine weapons, and 

you have a thousand modest men with modest weapons, then I am victorious.  The equation is 

therefore simple: take more men with finer weapons.  Victory is assured." 

The ignorance was exquisite.  Kantal could not proclaim authority on the matter for sure, 

but he had read enough to know the basics. 

"And where will all these fine men come from?" 

The prince swept about, and Kantal's eyes took the occasion for themselves, sweeping the 

room hungrily.  There truly were some treasures here – and a comfy looking lounger in the 

corner.  His eyes heaved at the sight. 

"Well I shall train and arm them of course." 

"And do you think your opponent sits idly while you train away?" 

The face had turned stony once more.  Kantal suddenly understood why the prince was 

here – he was supposed to be learning.  But he evidently already considered himself an expert, 

which was folly.  He was anything but. 

"The borders will be defended by the other forces." 
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Kantal jumped hungrily into debate.  If he had lacked intelligent discourse at the smithy, 

then the streets were barren.  His pulse raced.  "And if these other, presumably 'inferior', forces 

are pounced upon by the enemy, will they not be defeated by your very logic?" 

He was evidently not used to being attacked; especially not by rabid looking vagabonds.  

Come to think of it, he hadn't even offered recognition.  He must be unaware of their previous 

encounter. 

"They will be in defensible positions." 

"And when you assault with your 'finery', is there not a chance that your enemy digs 

themselves into defence?  Are you still assured victory?" 

"Well yes, I must admit that this does―" 

"And even in open combat; what about the lay of the land?  And the most unforgiving of 

masters – Father Fortune himself?  What if the Father is against you?  And while these 'fine men' 

are about their business, what happens to the heartland―" 

You couldn’t beat a Mandahoi. 

"Yes, please, stop."  Kantal had been raising his voice, almost to the point of anger, and 

he now flushed.  It would not do to have a go at one's future king.  He hung his head and 

mumbled an apology. 

"No – not at all.  How is it that one so bedraggled comes to have such an intimate 

understanding of military mechanics?" 

He shook his head.  "I don't, my lord.  That's why I'm here." 

He smiled once more.  "Then you should stay.  And you should teach me."  A door 

slapped shut down below somewhere, but when Kantal turned to look over the banister, to the 
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body of the library, he recognised that the doors remained closed.  The prince explained.  

"Perhaps now is not the best time – my father is here." 

Shit!  The king, here!  What was going to happen?  The prince walked forward, and 

seemed to be grabbing for him, shackling him before he was hauled away by the Wings.  No!  

He wouldn't succumb.  He slapped the prince's hand away. 

And stayed silent.  He didn't want to reveal himself. 

The prince looked affronted, and as Kantal reached the banister, he paused for a fraction.  

The prince spoke. 

"I only wanted to show you this." 

With a kick of a lever, a trapdoor sprung open, and a ladder ran smoothly down to the 

library floor below.  Oh blessed relief!  He didn't know whether he could struggle about the 

precarious wall once more. 

As he started down the steps, his head just above the floor of the gallery, he paused once 

more.  He could hear voices – he didn't have much time. 

"Sorry, Lord Prince.  I meant no offence."  It was not in his nature to apologise to people, 

but on this occasion... 

"No need, young man.  Go.  Flee."  He took the first steps down to safety.  "Oh, and 

Kantal.  I will see you at the Fields at noon tomorrow." 

That he was not expecting.  His coiled self twisted in his gut; and he smiled. 

 

“What are you doing here, you little shit?" 

He hadn't been expecting Friendly in the Fields, but this?  This was just plain aggression. 
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"I was ... told to come here."  And bloody regretting it.  He threw his gaze to the heir, a 

man standing on the other side of the open courtyard – colonel already, despite his clearly 

inadequate learning.  Military science was a mystery to the boy, and yet there he was; lording.  

Kantal meanwhile, a learned tramp, was being drenched in the spittle of a disciplinarian.  It 

appeared the man had a real problem with his own poor looks, and revelled in the aggression he 

could exercise.  He turned to the cluster of officers, and then turned back on Kantal, eyes 

narrowed menacingly. 

"Told, or ordered?  Either way, you have some sense at least." 

What was he supposed to say to that?  "Thank you." 

The ugly bastard flared up.  "Or maybe not!  Did I ask you to speak?" 

This was going to be tough.  Kantal had been obedient to no-one at any point in his life.  

He'd floored his mountain of a father for Ero's sake!  This, frankly scrawny, petty officer would 

not quell the fire in his gut.  His edge was alert, but Kantal wouldn't need it yet.  He would 

handle this the proper way. 

"Good.  When to shut up and when to whimper are important lessons.  We'll beat it into 

you." 

He nodded, unsure whether this was a moment for silence or squeaky submission.  He 

almost sniggered, which would definitely have been the wrong option. 

"You don't have anything to say now?" 

He'd got it wrong.  Of course.  His eyes flicked back to his advisor, but the young colonel 

didn't seem to care. 

"No." 

"NO WHAT?" 
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His face was literally drenched, and he now knew that this authority figure had an oral 

hygiene problem. That made them closer than anyone else living that Kantal knew.  How sad 

was that? 

"No sir." 

He was riled, but that was clearly the correct etiquette.  The whole of the Fields – so 

named because it was the only open stretch in Triosec save the gardens about the |Tri-House – 

had come to a halt.  The fact that his sponsor was here was satisfying, in part, but no-one else 

seemed to be expecting him.  He didn't even know what to ask. 

Actually, of course he did.  There was no other reason to come here. 

He'd never considered it before, which was strange.  He'd come here and watched drills 

as an eleven year old, absorbing the movements of the trained soldiers until he was sure he could 

overcome.  And since then, nothing.  And yet, if he knew he was better than the military, why 

not flaunt it?  Because this was how he was always going to be treated – like dirt.  He'd had 

enough of that for one lifetime. 

"What are you doing here, you shit?" 

Not a little shit anymore.  Progress? 

"I've come to join the Royal Guard." 

Silence for a moment, but not for long.  What was he expecting?  A slap on the back? 

The laughter rolled through the open space, and the petty officer's guffaw was taken up 

by all and sundry.  And looking about, Kantal judged there was more than a sprinkling of sundry.  

This was supposed to be the finest that Delfinia had to offer, and yet Kantal felt embarrassed.  

No wonder the Mandahoi held such sway. 

You couldn’t beat a Mandahoi – not with this. 
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No.  That at least was justified.  You couldn't beat a Mandahoi. 

"Think you can fight, I s'pose?"  The bastard was barely coherent. 

"I've had my moments." 

He'd forgotten to say 'sir', but he didn't care. 

"Sergeant Sluuger – come and show this shit what's required of the Royal Guard, will 

you." 

His interrogator walked off, only that, and a hulking bastard came over instead.  Kantal 

looked to the heir, who was still gazing intently – he offered the slightest nod.  What was he 

doing?  Did he want to join the army?  He wanted revenge, and wanted to fight the Mandari, so 

why not?  But his was a world of learning, scant as it was.  Could he really cope with the vicious 

authoritarian future that he was walking into?  Maybe there were other ways to wreak his 

vengeance. 

Suddenly it didn't matter.  This was a matter of pride.  And survival. 

"You little shit." 

The hulking git recognised him, and it was reciprocal.  Hunch stood before him, now a 

full grown adult, but none the wiser for it.  He hauled a brutish lump of metal from his side, and 

grimaced.  His teeth were rotting – perhaps that was a requirement of the Royal Guard? – and he 

hissed from between the browned enamels. 

"Ruf never moved again.  You left him a vegetable, you little fuck." 

How dare he?  "Well, my arse has never been the same, so call it evens?" 

He lurched, and Kantal knew he would have the better of this encounter.  But as he sidled 

past and jabbed at the exposed neck, Hunch spun and came again.  Kantal dropped to the self-

same arse, and exhaled. 
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"Ha.  Arse of a girl; technique of a woman.  You're no Guardsman.  You're dead meat." 

He was actually quite quick, which was surprising given the considerable bulk, and as 

Kantal danced out of the line of pain, he hatched a plan.  His edge was now screaming for 

authority, but it was Kantal's particular brand of aggression that allowed him to channel without 

conceding – at least not entirely.  As he squatted down and forced his shoulder into the man's 

stomach, he screamed in concession.  When Hunch was on the dusty ground looking into his 

eyes, he showed genuine shock.  And then the lumbering idiot came again. 

And Kantal was bored.  He had greater deeds in mind, and this flailing heap of lard was 

just a sad obstacle in his path.  With an abrupt acceleration of approach, he snapped the 

sergeant's arm to a painful angle, and levered the dull steel from his grip.  When those shocked 

eyes – ghosts from Kantal’s past – looked upon him once more, he slapped the side of his head 

with heavy steel.  Blood trickled over the sand as he gazed down without a pinch of remorse.  It 

had beenwas a while since he'd done that. 

And this time there were witnesses.  A lot of witnesses. 

"You sneaky shit.  You give that here." 

The tendons in his wrists flexed as the petty officer came for him, but as he was about to 

start a chain of carnage, he recognised the tiniest shake of the head.  Such a small gesture; such a 

huge effect. 

He dropped the poor lump of metal. 

When the petty officer had him by his shirt, knuckles white with fury, Kantal offered a 

fake whimper – and the bastard knew it was fake.  That was fine. 

"You bastard.  I will―" 

"Captain – you will find a use for him.  I suspect he will prove useful." 
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The eyes of the man told Kantal everything he needed to know – true hatred, right there.  

But a colonel's word, and the Prince of Delfinia no less, outweighed any personal intentions the 

man might have.  Authority smothered the temper, and Kantal was given back his ability to 

breathe. 

"Yes, I'm sure we can.  You can clean the fucking mess.  Now!" 

As Kantal walked past his sponsor, he felt a surge of hatred – but it was ever so subtle.  

And it was balanced with respect.  Without that man, his temper would probably have got him 

killed, and he now saw what he'd been searching for all along.  He had a goal, and the Prince 

would help its realisation.  He was going to kill the Mandari. 

But you couldn't beat a Mandahoi.  But his confidence was growing.  Delfin had toppled 

an emperor, so why could he not overcome a Mandahoi?  It was what he was made for. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Eleven years ago | Triosec 

 

Boot polishing duty.  Not again.  Twenty Fortune cycles now, and all he'd done was shine stuff: 

floors; boots; crockery; cutlery; other people's steel; and almost a handful of cocks, though he'd 

managed to duck that responsibility.  Being a twelve year old recipient of buggery was one thing.  

Taking cock in mouth at nineteen was quite another. 

He would have bitten the fucker off. 

The Royal Guard was, of course, extremely proud – and rightly so.  They were utterly 

meticulous in their demonstration of marching capabilities, and could switch a right angle to near 

mathematical perfection.  Everything about the bastards was polished – their weapons; their 

uniforms; their facial hair; even the abuse they handed out to the minor staff had a honed edge to 

it.  The word shit could be made to sound almost ... almost divine. 

But Kantal had never lived a life of substance, and he saw right through the veneer.  He 

hated this place. 

How in buggering hell had he ended up here? 
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The first cycle was probably bearable, but that was only because he was still learning.  As 

an eternal resident of Triosec, he'd assumed that the Fields was where the finest of the military 

came to practise.  The Royal Guard, right?  The pinnacle. 

It turned out that anyone worth their steel was a long distance away.  If you were good, 

then you were sent straight to the borders.  To die.  It seemed madness, but rather that than the 

borders bend to the force of the Mandahoi. 

You couldn't beat a Mandahoi. 

He looked back at himself in the outrageously reflective leather of the boots he was 

shining.  He had been working on the toe for an undefined period of time, and he suspected his 

thoughts had dragged him somewhat.  This would probably mean a beating of some sort - there 

was usually a beating.  It was fair to say that he wasn't popular. 

"And you're father's okay with this?" 

The accent was polished, and Kantal jumped to immediate attention.  His own ill-fitting 

uniform looked embarrassing compared to the fine officer's garb arrayed about the room.  It was 

ironic that he spent so much of his time within reach of the finery, and yet he was the lowest 

scum on site.  When the second man spoke, a shot of acidic spittle burned his throat. 

"It was his idea.  I need to earn my wings."  The Prince. 

"You're not a Wing – you're a colonel of the Royal Guard." 

The Prince strutted confidently ahead of his companion, and his eyes were focused 

directly ahead.  There was no way the bastard would see Kantal; even less recognise him.  

They’d had no contact in twenty cycles, and the dull dislike was turning slowly sourer.  It was 

this man’s fault he was stuck here. 
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"You know what I mean.  My father is an embattled war veteran.  I am a raw pup.  I need 

to see the blood, and I need to see the horror of the Mandari war machine.  How else am I to 

succeed as a ruler?" 

They were in line with him, strutting past like superior peacocks.  The bastards. 

"Morning Kantal.  I trust you are well?" 

He was, quite literally, blown dumb.  The words stuttered from his throat, like alien 

entities, and the apathy melted back to mild distaste.. 

"Y-y-y-es, my lord." 

"Not lord, Kantal – colonel."  He hadn't looked at him once, but he didn't need to.  His 

companion offered a spiteful glance, but it didn't matter.  He had been recognised by the senior 

man.  He might have actually smiled. 

"Back to work, Kantal." 

Appreciation over; it was fleeting, but thoroughly enjoyable. 

The two senior officers then proceeded to have a protracted argument while they adorned 

their polished appearance with the final immaculate touches.  The Prince came over and took the 

boots off Kantal, complimenting him on his work – he was a clever bugger – before returning to 

his increasingly vocal companion.  It was only when the junior officer's voice was thoroughly 

raised that he could make out the detail. 

"It's madness!  You can't beat a Mandahoi." 

The words left him before he could rein them in.  He didn't even believe them.  "Yes you 

can." 

The two looked sternly in his direction, but he did not meet their eyes.  He had to make 

sense of what had popped from his mouth. 
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"Kantal?  You've never argued that truth before." 

The other officer seemed to sense an injustice, and laid the obvious bullied path.  "My 

Prince, you do not speak to this filth.  He had no right to speak.  This boy will be―" 

"Boy?  He is the same age as I am.  Am I a boy, captain?" 

The captain spluttered at that just as Kantal turned to face his shadow.  Why was it that 

their fates were seemingly entwined?  He was not complaining.  His prince asked once more. 

"You've never disagreed before, Kantal.  Why would you say that now?" 

Because he was an idiot – that was it.  You couldn't beat a Mandahoi; it was a universal 

truth.  True enough, Mandahoi died like any other, and in the complex front of a battle, Father 

Fortune was ruthless with his judgement; but beat a Mandahoi, one on one?  Never. 

"Sorry, sir." 

"It's Prince to you―" 

"Shut up captain!  What do you have to say, Kantal?" 

But the truth was he had nothing to say.  He looked about the room and took in the fine 

stonework; the oiled wood; the polished metalwork – so much polish.  He could sense his edge 

rubbing up against his subtle self, and for a moment he was confused.  Then the words escaped 

him. 

"They die like the rest of us.  Give a practised man a Mandari edge, and with the Father 

in his court, he may just succeed.  They are fast, but they are human." 

The captain clearly disagreed.  He spat as he dismissed the idea.  "Pah; Mandari steel is 

second rate.  They are freakish ghouls – that's what makes them so potent.  It's like fighting a 

ghost." 
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The Prince stood, and smoothly removed the steel from her home.  Kantal lusted as he 

looked upon the thing his hands had made.  The folding caused the blade to reflect glorious 

patterns – like she was burning. 

"Offer your fine Delfinian steel, captain." 

The other ticked his gaze between the two men – astonished by his Prince's show, and 

disgusted by Kantal's interference.  Eventually he stood and swept out a length of dull grey steel.  

It was well-forged. 

"It is Gorfinian." 

The Prince nodded, then swept his own weapon back, before coaxing it on.  The 

Gorfinian steel – some of the finest metal in the world – was cleaved clean in half.  The Prince 

smirked. 

"This is Mandari steel, but more than that.  It was Delfinian made ... by him."  His hand 

pointed out Kantal, and the ever so tearful captain chewed his lip as he recognised. 

"Sorry sir."  He was clearly at a loss for what was going on, but the loss of his fine steel 

was worse.  In all honesty, the fact that it sheared like that suggested it was a fake, but Kantal 

was not about to ruin the Prince's exhibition. 

"Mandari steel is the finest not because it has the purest raw materials – it doesn't.  It is 

the finest because it is infused with a love of perfection.  It is infused with the gift of time, and 

time, captain, is the ultimate scarce resource." 

A part of Kantal wanted to believe that he'd read that somewhere else, but he knew he 

hadn't.  It was beautiful. 

And time was a scarce resource.  And he was wasting his time here. 

"Sir – let me come with you." 
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He didn't even know where 'where' was, but anything was beyond this infuriating 

stagnation.  He had enjoyed showing Hunch up again, and he was keen for some more action. 

"Yes – I think you should.  You seem to be wasted here." 

YES!  His relationship with this prince was ever confounding, but it seemed to yield 

positive results.  Presumably the Prince got his share too? 

Or perhaps that was to come. 

"Come, Kantal.  Let's see if we can equip you for the future." 

 

Here was not where he expected 'where' to be.  The breath caught in his throat, and he didn't 

think he'd ever been so nervous.  Or was it excitement? 

This was insanity. 

A plain old street, oddly familiar, though not forged of pleasant memories.  Citizens 

bustled past him, not noticing him; ignoring him.  Nothing seemed to change, but he had.  There 

was a satisfying familiarity to that, but he knew it wouldn't last.  It was a warm afternoon, the 

late season, and there was to be one final push.  But before that push, he needed to be here.  At 

least, that's what the Prince decreed.  Kantal wasn't so sure. 

The building looked noticeably finer than his last attendancetime here, three years prior.  

They had spent the earnings well, and a congregation of military types evidenced the flourishing 

business.  He spotted familiar faces in amongst the punters, and a jet of cold went through him.  

He quite literally had no idea how this would pan out. 

"Joss!" 

He turned to the screech, and found his mother near hanging from an open ground floor 

window.  Her lined old face was edged with a combination of joy and fear, and it occurred to 
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Kantal that he knew so little of her so little that he couldn't place the basis for either emotion.  He 

reached out his right hand and brushed her outstretched palm, and as his nerves tingled to touch, 

she smiled.  He was her little girl, and he was back.  He wanted to be angry, but he couldn't.  He 

may have even missed her. 

"Little Jossie.  You're back." 

"Brother?" 

It was his waste of a fourth brother, Hunch, looking as meaningless as he ever did.  He 

was still bigger than Kantal by some distanceway, but he had never been stronger.  Not since the 

days of the violation.  Kantal released his mother’s hand, and in her delight, a delight that wasn’t 

mirrored in Hunch, she proceeded to gallop through the smithy.  As Kantal walked past his bully 

of a brother, he recognised two things: he was entirely ambivalent to his presence; and it was not 

worth paying him attention. 

It was not Hunch that he was scared of.  You couldn’t beat a Mandahoi. 

"What clothes is them?  You pretending to be a soldier now?" 

Not even worth honouring the words with a response. 

"Joss – you really shouldn't be here.  Father'll go mad." 

Brother two – the rational column.  His entire air of confidence suggested that he was 

now adopting his rightful place as the head of the smithy, usurping the older but less useful 

brother.  That brought a smile to Kantal's – to little Jossie's – face.  He faced Anch and smiled. 

But he wasn't smiling inside.  He had to ball his fists to stop them from shaking.  His 

engine drove him on. 

"Father will understand." 

"UNDERSTAND WHAT?" 
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And there he was; the huge frame of his parent.  His fear.  He stayed within the bounds of 

the smithy, and the shadow hid his features – but it was clear that joy was absent.  Kantal's 

mother hung at his left leg, pleading for mercy, which was strangely satisfying.  In one corner, he 

had never felt so wanted, and in the other, he knew he was loathed.  He gulped. 

And standing at the father's – the senior Kantal's – right-hand was brother one; the failing 

brother.  He wore that same sultry face, but this time it was not baked with mischief.  No; Kantal 

was the mischief maker this day. 

"What do you want, little Jossie." 

His father was trying to sound patronising, and it worked.  Kantal rubbed at a rib, and 

suddenly he recalled where that constant ache had come from – his father had given it to him 

during their almighty scrap.  But that was an important day, because Kantal had won.  Here was 

his chance to force the victory. 

"I am in the army now, father.  I am of the Royal Guard." 

He waved a hand dismissively.  "The Royal Guard is full oformal cover for crooks.  No 

wonder they took you in." 

There was visible disbelief on a number of the loitering clients, and one man even huffed 

and strolled off.  His father must have really wanted to dig in if he was willing to lose business 

over the insult. 

"And soon to be journeying to the borders.  To the Mandari borders." 

His father gulped, his apple highlighted by the sinking sun.  A touch of something softer 

perhaps? 

"Then death awaits you.  The deserved fate of a crook." 
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His mother whimpered and he may have actually been starting to relish her affection.  

How had he never seen this before?  Most likely because it had never been there before.  

Maturity did wonderful things to a man, and he was only just maturing.  Hunch shifted at his side 

– he would never mature. 

"I am no crook."  Of course, that wasn't entirely true.  He was absolutely a crook – just 

ask the baker.  But he hadn't been a crook until his brothers had set him up and chased him from 

the smithy.  His father's eyes shifted in the shadows. 

"You were going to leave with my property.  That is theft." 

He didn't really want to argue about this – that wasn't why he was here – but he felt that 

one effort to pave the truth was worthwhile. 

"If I had been looking to steal your property, I would have been gone way before the sun 

was up.  I would have succeeded, father." 

His right fist flexed, and Kantal could feel the perspiration coalesceflourish. 

"Are you trying to blame―" 

"I am not trying to blame anyone – I was merely attempting to communicate the truth.  

But if the only way down that path is via extended discourse and fisticuffs, then I will forego the 

pleasantries.  Let's get down to business.” 

Confusion reigned, which was much warmer on Kantal's confidence than the threatening 

air. 

"What business?" 

And this was why he needed his father – because he was a fabulous blacksmith. 

"I need you to make me a sword.  I need you to make me a Mandari forged blade." 
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Silence prevailed: the hushed chatter of the punters and general din of the city being 

overwhelmed by the acute tension.  It lasted, elongating with each heartbeat;, and every moment 

was heavier than the last.  Kantal raised his left hand, a heavy velvet purse gripped within it.  The 

Prince's money, all the Prince's money, and Kantal could see his father's eyes switch.  The 

pressure went up a notch, before it broke.  And oh how it broke. 

He had never heard his father like that before.  Laughter had not been a big part of his 

life. 

"You want me to make you a sword?  After what you did to me?  You are mad, son." 

Had he ever been called son before?  Perhaps, but it had never embedded like it did in 

that moment.  It was sour. 

"I have coin."  He shook the purse, and the gold inside chinked.  But his father was 

immovable. 

"Coin is of no use if you don't have my respect.  I will not help you." 

Kantal's shadow shifted as he rocked from side to side, and his eyes dropped.  How could 

he have been so stupid?  Some grudges ran too deep, and an arrowed peek to brother one earned 

that same self-satisfied smile – he had been beaten three years ago, and he could not turn the tide 

now. 

But then the smile went, and Kantal's shadow did something else.  It morphed and 

warped, and stretched to the side, breaking.  And then there were two, and Kantal's shadow 

spoke. 

And he knew he had won. 

"Master Kantal senior, how pleasant to see you again.  After your previous fine work, I 
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Prince edged the sabre from its house, and Kantal recognised a bright flash of a smile.  "You 

would not deny a Prince, would you?" 

His mother curtsied and ejected a little yelp of joy. 

Hunch's jaw dropped, and he melted into kneeling submission. 

Brother one ducked back into the darkness, and hid himself as he knelt. 

The entire population of the street struck formal etiquette. 

And his father softened.  Oh how he softened. 

"Of course, Prince.  I would be delighted to accept your commission." 

The Prince took the coin from Kantal's hand, and threw it over.  "This needs to be extra 

special.  I want a double edged straight blade; an infantry blade.  But it needs to be light as the 

wind, and strong as the Mandari resistance.  And I need it forged in five days." 

His father looked flustered. 

"My Prince – where in l'Unna would I get that much Mandari steel?" 

"Already sorted," and with an extension of his hand, a cart trundled into view of Kantal's 

father.  Only then did Kantal allow himself a smile. 

"Come, Kantal.  We have preparations to make.  We are going to war." 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Eleven years ago | Valley of Aperta 

 

So; this was war.  What an absolute bastard.  As Kantal stared at the mess before him, he 

permitted himself a moment of reflection.  Ahan really was a fortress. 

Before him was the 'Main Gate' – the ever violent Valley of Aperta.  It was a natural gash 

forged through the encircling mountain ranges of the Encolae and the Beha Lomal, and despite 

the rapidly flowing Maremante which called the valley home, this was the only open gate; it was 

the easy option. 

The scene before him belayed the facts; it was still hell on l'Unna. 

The king had invested in a group of Southern entrepreneurs who'd appeared in Triosec 

sporting the most fabulous contraption ever seen.  It was fuelled by black magic, and the great 

metal throat would spew cast iron at a terrible velocity when fired.  The thing coughed almighty 

plumes of sulphured smoke, a grey mist which hung about after the immediate event.  When the 

weapons had left a modest wall severely damaged, the king was quick to pledge a hefty reward 

for the effective neutralisation of the Mandari resistance. 
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The Southerners, with their rich golden skin, plethora of gold piercings, and strange blue 

markings all over their near naked bodies, hungrily accepted the generous offer.  And so war was 

planned. 

And the king, with a clear sub-text of retreat in mind – he had only the lightest faith in the 

offerings of the Southerners – had invited his son along.  His blessed son who would reign one 

day; what a fabulous day to offer him first combat.  And because the Prince was in attendance, so 

was Kantal. 

And so was his Mandari forged broadsword.  He eyed it hungrily. 

"What do you see, Kantal?" 

Not a bloody lot was the answer.  The small pack of cannon had been hauled into place, 

and the king's 'light' force – although Kantal baulked at the numbers – pulled up behind.  The 

cannon were allowed to spew hell once, twice, three times, and only after this third barrage did 

the king begin to believe.  He ordered a squadron of cavalry to advance into the mist; it was all 

Kantal could see. 

"A grey canvas." 

"What are you?  An artist?" 

Does an artist carry a weapon like this?  Yes. 

He turned the blade over, marvelling at the incredible patterns along its length.  The sabre 

he had helped forge was a narrow weapon, single-edged, and as such, the heavenly patterning 

from the Mandari techniques was only visible on close inspection.  With this beautiful weapon, 

the artistry was not so subtle.  It burned with the reflection of the canvas, enriching the flat with 

the delicate weave of her forging.  He watched the patterns swirl once more as he rotated the 

weapon onto its vertex. 
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"Kantal – I fear you may have fallen in love." 

The Prince's amusement was plain, and Kantal was suddenly defensive.  "I have never 

loved."  Sadly, that was true. 

"Well, it appears that you have now."  His eyes were drawn as Kantal continued to rotate 

the weapon.  "She is a really fine blade.  Your father is an excellent blacksmith." 

"And I will do the piece justice." 

The Prince's easy look hardened instantly.  "You are not still talking on that are you?  I 

appreciate your confidence Kantal, I really do, but you will not be rash with your life.  I may 

even come to like you, in a funny sort of way." 

"Of course, my Prince.  I will not take undue risk."  Kantal may have smiled then, but he 

quickly smothered that indulgence.  The Prince saw it, as shrewd as he was. 

"And that sword is not insurance." 

Wasn't that the truth – there was no insurance against a Mandahoi: 'you can't beat a 

Mandahoi' was a deserved statement.  But Kantal suspected that although this truth was the 

frequent outcome, there must always be anomalies.  And for whatever reason, he knew that he 

was an anomaly.  As he thumbed the pommel of his great-sword, that sense flourished inside him 

– as did the deep edge. 

"The cavalry have made good progress.  Perhaps these cannons really are the answer." 

Perhaps – though it seemed unlikely.  The scene before them was matt grey, a deep fog of 

deception made by the southerners’ magicDelfinian hands.  Two hundred mounted horses were 

making their way gingerly into that abyss, and the King's spirits were so buoyed, that he even 

ordered a thousand infantry to advance.  Kantal and the Prince watched with abated breath as the 

mass of men swarmed around them and into the fog.  When the rearmost infantry were barely 
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visible, Kantal may have also been about to believe, and his breath caught.  The Mandari were 

battered; the gate was open; and the Mandahoi were toothless.  Victory was possible, and victory 

was near, but something subtle caught in the back of Kantal's throat – something he knew despite 

his inexperience. 

'You can't beat a Mandahoi.' 

And there was also disappointment?  His purpose was leaving him. 

The whistling caught the very edge of his hearing, and for the briefest moment, he 

ignored it.  But then it triggered as unnatural, and his naturally inquisitive mind set to working it 

out.  At first he thought it could be a swarm of insects of some sort, but that was out of place.  

Perhaps it was some sort of military instrument; a reed flute to direct the Mandari.  But he would 

have heard of such a piece – and why was the sound intensifying?  It was only when the heads 

started to burst from the lingering cloak that he married his understanding with what he was 

seeing.  This was the bite of the enemy. 

Archery – on a scale unprecedented.  If hell hath a fury, then this was it. 

The first arrow hit the ground with a brutal thwack, and it blew away all prior 

misconceptions that Kantal had.  His only experience of the drawn projectile had been in the 

Fields.  The act looked impressive, the quivering tail of the stubby arrow protruding from the 

heart of the target, but he now saw that village trick for what it was; novelty.  This was projectile 

death, a masterful demonstration of archer authority, and it was so overwhelming that Kantal 

almost forgot about his sword. 

Almost. 

The missile that struck dirt just paces ahead of him was almost three quarters the length 

of a man, and its shaft was as thick as Kantal's arms.  It didn't quiver spectacularly like the 
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pathetic arrows in the fields; instead it burrowed into the ground with a mole-like hunger.  The 

ground subtly rebelled at the intrusion, objecting at the penetrating action, and Kantal dropped 

instinctively into a squat.  His breath caught. 

He spoke obvious.  "The cannons are not the answer, are they?" 

The Prince looked down at him, a function of his confident position still astride his horse, 

and he answered without speaking.  He would answer, but not before the screams went up. 

"No, they are not." 

The Delfinian force had been lost to the fog; and to the bite of the Mandari. 

And Kantal felt cheated.  'You couldn't beat a Mandahoi' – that is what they said.  But on 

the evidence of this, you didn't need to.  The archers would do the work instead. 

In mere heartbeats, the crazed remnants of a cavalry advance burst through the fog, many 

beasts lacking their riders, or trailing corpses behind them.  Of course, only a handful actually 

escaped – a horse was a comically easy target for a well-drilled projectile squadron.  And what 

made the Mandari unique was their ability to fire long; fire hard; and fire frequently.  The field-

archers were freaks really, unnaturally strong and persistent, and where a swarm of crossbows 

could offer up a drizzle of death, the relentless work of the archers brought a storm.  There was 

no way the open flank of the equine could resist that torment. 

And, in all honesty, tightly packed infantry was also next to useless.  The Delfinian 

advance was quickly turned to a reverse, and hundreds of veteran soldiers fled with blind terror 

on their faces.  And something else too – frustration.  Many of them had been here before. 

And all the while, the rhythmic thud of the arrows struck home. 

"We should leave, Kantal.  This is no place for us." 
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He rose, tightening and loosing his grip on the great-sword rhythmically.  As he stared 

into the mist, he knew that his future was coming, but it wasn’t coming fast enough; doom or die 

after all.  But he couldn't refuse the word of his master.  And there would be a next time.  There 

would have to be. 

He turned to face the Prince as infantry swarmed past him betrayingwith a collective 

squeal of fear.  His master offered an almost apologetic smile – but it was still a smile.  This man 

seemed to know Kantal better than anyone. 

"Yes, let's―" 

It was just a spearing blur, but then it was chaos.  All-consuming chaos.  Men were dying 

around him, their screams blending with the horrifying patter of the onslaught.  But it was the 

terrified scream of the mare that was most startling, and as the Prince's horse reared up, Kantal 

knew that his master was in troublewould lose.  A black stab was burrowing its way into the 

flank of the white mare, and the poor beast shrieked in agony as it slumped to the ground; 

defeated. 

The Prince was shocked by the turn of events, but only for a fragment.  Then he cried his 

own pain, scorched as he was by the trapped limb beneath the horse's bulk.  Kantal rushed 

forward, and he gripped his sword tighter.  He might be needing it after all. 

"My Prince."  A quick test told him that there was no dragging the man free – at least not 

quickly.  Pockets of fleeing infantry continued past, and part of Kantal urged him to cry out – but 

another part overruled.  The Prince was wide-eyed with horror, but there was something else 

there too.  When the heir to Delfinia spoke, Kantal knew he meant otherwise – or perhaps he was 

warping the words to his own intentions?. 

"Flee Kantal, flee.  They are coming." 
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Yes indeed they were.  He grinned, and then he turned to face his destiny. 

 

Projectile death continued in an unending volley out of the deep mists of the ravaged battlefield.  

The sound of the heavy arrows thudding into lifeless corpses reminded Kantal of the butcher's 

block back in his local meat-merchant; and when they brutish missiles struck armour, it was like 

being home.  In the forge.  So mundane; so mechanical; so ... normal-sounding.  It was only 

when the hammering was accompanied by the piercing cries of the still living that the terrible 

danger felt real; but not daunting.  This was the purpose he'd always been searching for.  It could 

be the making of him, this opportunity; the path to greatness.  But it could equally lead to 

obliteration.  No, that was not the entire truth, for the odds were not balanced.  The path to 

oblivion was far more likely. 

His heart was beating to the rhythm of the butcher's block, bullying his ears, like the 

sound of a great ocean swelling and crashing against the cliffs of his inner skull.  It was almost 

unbearable, the dominating toll of it ... almost.  His pulse was easing, as it always did in times of 

trouble – the exact opposite of what it should be doing.  But there was no choice, so why would 

he be agitated?  Fame or failure; that was his motto – or perhaps it would be one day, though 

only people of influence had a motto.  That was if he were to survive at all, and the odds were 

stacked against him after all.  He wasn't an idiot.  He did know this. 

His arms had ached but a moment before – such was the biological impulse to prolonged 

idleness.  But no more.  He was ready, renewed by the anomalous vigour that flowed through 

him.  There was a quiet recognition of tiredness deep within the sinews of his flesh – he rarely 

slept well, what with his past – but it was otherwise forgotten, overwritten as it was by the great 

task before him.  He tightened his muscles, stretched his arms, and punished the sweaty leather 
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bound handle of his great-sword, gripping it like a dying man clings to life.  The tip of the 

weapon flickered upwards as his body reacted, a signal for the readiness that the weapon held in 

its potential, but it was not yet time.  Not yet, not quite.  Cheating death required a very special 

touch, and immaculate execution, and he knew deep within, buried right at the pit of his raw gut, 

that the moment was still to pass.  He had time. 

But his great-sword, Mandari engineeringforged, was keen for flesh.  He must keep her 

tamed. 

"Get out of here you idiot; save yourself!" 

The words fluttered to the cusp of his being, and they sounded almost surreal – as if 

spoken by a ghost.  Time ebbed delicately by, the inevitable tipping point drawing in, but there 

was still a moment, still time for contemplation, and so he cast a quick glance to his Prince; to 

his friend, of sorts, and to his benefactoraudience.  This is why they'd been brought together.  He 

could see it in everything the Prince wasn’t saying. 

The poor man was trapped, deflated and defeated, and his hard words came from a tear-

moist face.  It was not right that a man of such stature be reduced to weeping, but that could have 

been the pain – the horse was a heavy beast after all.  Someone had to bear witness to the 

carnage that approached, and the Wise Uncle had clearly foreseen that it would be the future 

King of Delfinia – the man to bear Kantal's coming.  The Prince screamed in sudden agony, and 

Kantal felt his heart slow further. 

The fallen heir, trapped beneath the dying weight of his horse, was pointing aggressively 

in the direction of flight, in the direction pursued by every other defeated soul on the field; but 

that was not the way to greatness.  It was in fact the exact opposite direction to greatness, and it 

was a strange quirk of life that the pinnacle and the depth both held the same directional quality – 
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one could not be reached without flirting at the edge of the other.  That was the informed view, 

or perhaps it was the insane view.  The distinction was irrelevant; Kantal prepared to face the 

chaos. 

Calm was required, silence and concentration, so to stem the interference from his guest, 

to reassure his master, Kantal smiled sickeningly, a manic edge to the pert rising of his lips – 

would that appease the man?  The effect was instantaneous and his fallen future king's face 

contorted very quickly from desperation to shock, shock at the flourishing insanity.  It was a new 

side to Kantal, though one he'd always known he'd had, and as time marched on – a shiver going 

through him and a quiver to the weapon poised delicately before him – he turned from his 

audience with slick anticipation and eager readiness.  His legs parted ever so slightly, that extra 

stability essential, and as he rolled his shoulders, he took in the scene before him.  What he saw 

was utter carnage. 

The common carnage by the hands of Mandaria. 

Bodies lay everywhere, corpses littering the brownish field of sun-baked grass.  The 

cannon veil swirled and twisted before him, an enemy in itself, hiding the horrors beyond.  

Archers' wares continued to penetrate the mist, but the pace was noticeably fallen – which meant 

only one thing.  Kantal smiled.  Shadows danced in that veil of fog; shadows that told of 

something foreboding; shadows that foretold of oblivion.  There could be only one outcome. 

A soldier burst from the vapid blanket, and then a second shadow turned solid and whole.  

They were allies, the petrified wreckages of men who had only moments before marched 

confident under the authority of the cannon.  But that was a false dawn – the cannon was not the 

answer.  There was no answer.  As one of the fleeing Delfinians grew suddenly still, eyes wide, 

gravity drawing him forward as the arrow worked its way between his shoulder blades, Kantal 
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smiled once more.  The odds were stacked against him; insanity was on the cusp of taking over; 

but that was acceptable.  No, that was designed. 

You couldn’t beat a Mandahoi'The Mandahoi could not be beaten.' 

OThe other shadows, ominous spectres, continued on, growing in size, growing in 

stature, growing in threat.  The second ally had made it past him, screamed at him to save 

himself, echoing the desperate pleas of the Prince behind, but none of this mattered.  None of this 

mattered at all.  As time ticked abrasively to the tipping point, the first harbinger finally melted 

from the cloud bank, strolling from the grey mist to reveal the equally grey appearance.   Kantal's 

first sight of the bastard – his first live Mandahoi.  It didn't look that bad. 

'But you couldn’tan't beat a Mandahoi.' 

They were the stuff of nightmares; the bain; the eternal rot.  Kantal felt anger hot in his 

throat, acidic, and he let it drive his confidence.  Something had to drive that misplaced 

confidence.  He took in the presence of his foe, and was pleased to see that all was in order.  If he 

was to play the odds, he needed to keep them as short as possible. 

The uniform of the spectre was all-concealing, revealing only sharp eyes from behind a 

tight fitting hood – bloody hood again – and a polished silver mask depicting a bear.  The arms 

were naked, littered with heavy rings of precious metals, and the rest of the body was concealed 

beneath the loose fitting grey material.  At the end of each arm was a weapon, one slight, and one 

brute of a thing.  The weapons themselves looked bad enough, but Kantal knew how tough that 

steel was – and what the Mandahoi could do with it.  They were killers, and it was more than a 

trade to them; it was an art.  They were cold, mechanical, deadly, and brilliant, and he hated 

them for this.  The odds were stacked heavily against him. 

And then the odds grew longer. 
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'You couldn't beat a Mandahoi.'  And you certainly couldn't beat three. 

The first was upon him, striding confidently after his blood, eager for his scalp, but two 

further shadows had phased into flesh, a further pair intent on his death.  Strange lights flickered 

through the fog, casting the scene in eerie illumination, and as the three killers stalked forward, 

Kantal's heart slowed to all but a stop.  Time shuffled by, responsive to his intent, and his breath 

rasped against the dry chasm of his throat.  It was a struggle to draw the air through, his body 

prickling with sweat and fear, but that was good – that was natural. 

Fame or failure, greatness or insanity, immortality or death; these were the choices that 

faced him.  The grey wraiths moved towards him, almost spectral in their surety, but the choice 

was already made.  He was Jossie ap Kantal – just Kantal to anyone who didn't want a knife in 

their gut – and he chose insanity; it had served him thus far in life.  As the emotion flared, stoked 

by the shuddering of his heart from its state of near stillness, Kantal burst towards the harbingers 

and bought himself the immortality he so desperately sought.  Whether others would see it in the 

same light was now down to the hand of the Gods, and to the strength of Kantal's stubborn 
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End of “secret chapter”: He could beat a Mandahoi, and that meant he could do anything.  He 

was invincible.  His senses softened, the pain flourished, and he fell to floor hoping that he’d 

survive the injuries.  Perhaps not invincible then. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

Eleven years ago | Valley of Aperta 

 

His hand clawed at the dry earth, the tips of his fingers stinging where he'd scraped them raw.  

That was the least of his problems.  The spearing sensation would just not abate.  It turned out 

that steel in the gut was just as painful as it looked. 

"Arrgh!"  It jolted his back into an arch as the punishment flooded his senses.  

Punishment because he'd faced the ridiculous, and this was the price.  A part of him thought he 

was foolish, but another part soothed that concern away.  It had been the only thing to do. 

The shooting agony eased, and his body flopped obediently in response.  He opened his 

barely functioning eyes, noting the vision before him – his target.  His Prince was still alive, still 

trapped beneath his dying mare, but the tide had now turned.  His master was the strength, and he 

was the weakness.  He was dragging himself to barely hopeful sanctity.  He was dragging 

himself to his ... friend.  Certainly not, that was too far, but he was dragging himself the only 
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place he knew.  He needed help, desperate pleading help, and the Prince seemed to have always 

been there.  Only here and now, they were alone.  So utterly alone. 

The taste of iron made him retch, and as his wounded stomach scraped across the parched 

earth, he all but vomited.  It took an almighty effort of will to stop himself – a will that he barely 

had left in him.  The motion dislodged something from the crease about his tongue, and as he 

shifted it about his stained mouth, he thought it could be only one thing.  Flesh.  The question 

was – whose’s flesh? 

He didn't need or want to know the answer to that. 

The Prince looked sadly at him, sorrow in those eyes where his predicament should really 

permit more selfish concerns.  Fear and pain, perhaps?  But Kantal was the weakness, and the 

Prince was well ordained.  Perhaps Kantal was pleading with his bedraggled appearance?  The 

flesh in his mouth forced a heave once more, and he ejected immediately in the most crass 

fashion.  Fuck – aA tooth went with it.  He checked with his tongue, and confirmed.  The bloody 

second upper right incisor was gone. 

And he'd always been so proud of his looks. 

His head left him for a moment, a symbolic grey haze covering his senses, and when he 

awoke, he was face first in the dirt.  His tongue was in direct contact with the ground, and the 

grainy taste of the world was upon him.  It mingled with the residual flesh and blood to leave a 

horrifying sense in there – but there was precious little he could do about it.  He clawed with his 

right hand and felt a nail bend back on itself.  That pain barely registered. 

"Kantal!" 

His Prince!  Of course, yes of course.  He was returning to his charge.  As he lifted his 

head, it was like levering the world itself.  When he finally managed to centre the trapped man in 
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his sights, the vision swayed from side to side.  He couldn't keep his damned head still.  The man 

was so close now – big in his eyes.  But the voice seemed still distant – like the cry was from 

another time and place.  Kantal shook his head, but that was not a good idea.  The dizziness was 

overwhelming, and this time he conceded.  When he next opened his eyes, he could taste the 

stomach acids mingling with the other horrors in his mouth.  Would that ever wash out? 

But no!  He had come this far.  He was still alive, and that was something.  A lot really.  

He remembered that he had legs, and with every effort in his mind, he forced his knees to the 

bent position.  The feeling of air on the deep gash to his stomach was like molten steel – but 

euphoric at the same time.  His head left him again, but he retained the primed crawl, and was 

soon able to force forward movement. 

By the time he reached his Prince, it was almost as if the sun had departed.  But that was 

clearly rubbish.  In this cannon veil, the sun may as well never have come up.  Time had no 

meaning in this nightmare. 

"Kantal."  The PrinceHe broke into a deep cough – one of those ones where it sounds like 

the very lung will pop out.  Too much smoke perhaps?  Then why was Kantal not coughing?  

Spoke too soon, and when it did come, it was like he'd reached down his throat and was 

throttling his guts.  The back of his acid stained throat tickled, and he dreaded the next incidence.  

Best to sleep perhaps?  He closed his eyes. 

"No, you must not!  We must get you help." 

He obeyed – of course he did – and managed a laugh; an actual chuckle.  What position 

were they in to get help?  The battlefield was empty but for their near corpses.  Delfinia must 

surely have departedleft, and they would be left to rot in the eternal graveyard that was the 

Central Gate.  They were doomed, and no amount of royal optimism would change that. 
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The tremor crashed in his ears as he lay with his head to the hard dusty floor, and it took 

a moment to recognise.  But then he did, and he wanted to take back the chuckle. 

They were being rescued. 

The Prince actually managed a smile, though it was heavily filtered with disgust, fear, 

and sorrow. 

"I have never seen you like that before." 

Wasn't that the truth?  It was not a sustainable state.  He managed to forge words through 

his distraught lips. 

"I was saving it."  The 's' came out as a whistle where his tooth was missing, and he 

scowled at himself.  How would he afford to get that replaced?  Perhaps he wouldn't need to.  He 

may well still die. 

"You can't beat a Mandahoi."  The Prince locked him with a gaze that was all of a sudden 

swelling with respect.  Kantal stayed obedient and silent, knowing that this was not his place.  

"But you, sir, can beat three." 

He turned his back to the haze, to the battlefield before him.  There, from where he had 

hauled his devastated body, lay a pile of grey.  And spearing the tower of corpses was one hell of 

a blade.  His blade.  The bastards had near killed him, but he had the last.  He had proved his 

point, and he had saved his Prince. 

The sight of the blade caught him, and a sense of unprecedented pride shot through him.  

She looked good there, speared through the bodies of heris victims, but she would be better by 

his side. 

"You won't let them leave..." 
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His voice trailed off as a screaming darkness consumed.  As he slipped into the protective 

ignorance, he thought he saw the prince nod in understanding.  By Ero, he hoped he did. 

 

Turns out he wasn't dead.  What fantastic news.  And also turns out his Prince had kept his 

promise.  His hand moved to his waist and caressed the hilt of his beloved sword.  That made 

him smile. 

And she had a name now, too.  It was the Maul.  How fitting that was. 

But by Ero, he still suffered by the hands of those bastards.  A wave of pain and nausea 

swept through his stomach and he started to bend double.  Only etiquette kept him upright. 

Etiquette.  Pah. 

"I understand that I owe you a great deal, young man." 

He straightened as much as his broken body would allow; bloody Dusk it hurt!  He was 

sure he grimaced as he nodded, but that must be understood.  Mustn't it? 

"Then you have my thanks." 

The throne room erupted into a show of appreciation, and Kantal gazed around at the 

dozens of highly influential people.  But there was only one friendly set of eyes – the Prince 

stood by his father.  All others looked at him with scepticism and ... fear. 

Well, fuck them.  Kantal ripped a grin onto his face, but it was one of those that hovered 

between elation and excruciating discomfort.  At the king's command, the room silenced. 

"This young man has done remarkable deeds.  I know that many of you will scarcely 

believe what you have heard, and I understand any doubt you may have, but there was a most 

honourable witness to this deed.  My son; my Prince.  Would you please recount the tale to our 

guests." 
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And the Prince moved forward in a graceful and commanding authority.  His own 

injuries seemed to have evaporated with the heat of the late summer, and he moved as freely as 

he ever did.  As the Prince recounted the tale, Kantal stooped ever so, and allowed himself to 

wonder. 

If only his father could see him now. 

In the throne room of the Delfinian palace in Triosec.  Who would ever have guessed? 

The palace grounds were the only part of the city he didn't know like the back of his 

eyelids, and as he'd been escorted to the dominating building, he'd been absolutely awestruck.  

Built as the central hub of a three-way alliance, the palace was built with a plan of three 

crescents radiating from a common centre.  But it was not this profile that was most startling.  It 

was the way the spiralling palace reached into the azure blue sky that really startled, peaking at a 

great tower which housed the royal family's private quarters.  Only Maegwyn itself must be more 

incredible than this, and to stand in its height was overwhelming indeed.  When he looked out of 

the wide unglazed window, he could see beyond the limits of the city itself.  He could even see 

the dusty horizon that betrayed the Encolae – and Ahan.  The Mandari bastion that had stood for 

five hundred years, and that still stood despite his best efforts. 

And he knew his work was not done, because he had not freed his homeland.  The 

usurpers still reigned. 

The room burst once more, and this time the looks were less sceptical – though hardly 

friendly.  The king at least had a warm offering, butthough he must surely be grateful.  His son 

and only heir had all but been lost to the Mandahoi. 

And 'you couldn't beat a Mandahoi'.  But Kantal had.  He stroked his hilt once more. 
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"You must be rewarded, master ... Kantal.  You know, this is embarrassing, but I don't 

seem to have your first name to hand." 

The king didn't look embarrassed, but Kantal doubted he was ever embarrassed; which 

was entirely contrary to Kantal when his name was brought up.  He gulped, teetering on the 

edge, fearful of not responding, but horrified by the prospective sniggers.  His palms went 

sweaty, and he shifted from foot to foot, and the king stared at him.  He stared hard, and it 

amplified the nerves. 

Until the Prince spoke. 

"He is Adnan ap Kantal." 

Of all the selfless offerings the Prince had conceded, that was the most profound.  Was he 

even aware of Kantal's sad forename? 

"Ah – how curious.  You share a name with my son.  Perhaps this was preordained after 

all.  Fabulous, utterly fabulous." 

Now that was embarrassing.  Nowhere in his memory did he register the Prince's 

forename.  Shame coloured him, and he nodded gratefully to his ... friend.  The more he said it, 

the more he felt comfortable with it.  It would never be an even companionship, but there was 

something strong there.  It warmed Kantal to think of it. 

"Then, Adnan, we must honour you."  If only his father could see him now.  "You are a 

member of the Royal Guard, a base trooper if I'm not mistaken?"  More like boot-licker, but he 

held his tongue.  Perhaps he was to be freed of that drudgery.  He nodded.  "Then it is my 

judgement that you must be given rank befitting of your skills.  You are not a base – indeed, you 

are not a trooper at all." 
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What did that mean?  Was he pulling him from the ranks?  The Prince smiled, and that 

brought some comfort. 

But the king walked forwards, commanding steps placed imperiously one after the other 

– like the prowl of a male lion.  As he walked past an aide, one of many, he picked something up 

from a silver platter.  When he was but an arm's length from Kantal, he offered a reproving 

scowl.  What was he going to do?  The bastard; Kantal could feel his cheeks colouring, and his 

acid rising.  His knuckles flexed, but he knew he could do nothing.  He would not concede 

easily, though.  No indeed― 

The Prince caught his eye, and his mimic of a bow struck the necessary chord.  Kantal 

dropped to his knee, and he could sense the scowl departing. 

And then the flash of metal caught his eye; polished metal of the precious variety.  The 

king's hands – and it was fair to say that they showed his age, what with the cracked wrapping 

and age stains upon them – moved fast enough, and before Kantal knew what was happening, he 

had the same-self hand beneath his chin.  When he tilted his head up to the King, he recognised a 

smile.  An actual smile. 

He recalled the library, all those years ago, when the King had looked upon him like 

intrusive dirt.  Just look at him now! 

"Rise, lieutenant Adnan ap Kantal of the Holy Delfinian Army.  Rise, and present 

yourself." 

And there it was – an officer.  As he turned to face the room, he caught the Prince's smile.  

He was the common factor, from library to throne room, and that was why the bond existed.  The 

King had been right – the pair of them were preordained. 
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And what was most exciting?  They had their entire lives ahead of them, and a homeland 

to liberate.  Kantal could feel the greatness marching towards him. Comment [DR95]: I like this ending.  
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may finally be making progress, but it’s still 
tough. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

Present Day | Maegwyn 

 

"Tell me, general.  What makes you think that you have earned the right to gamble with my 

Lord's property?" 

Tension filled the space, refusing to leak out of the wide window at the far end of the 

room.  If he spoke wrong, they would be out of here, and he didn't believe that Gorfinian 

hospitality wouldn't stretch to execution.  As he rose from his seat, he looked to the open end of 

the room, considering the height of the tower, thinking back to all the fools who'd been thrown 

out – many of them for declaring things of far more substance than this.  A king of Gorfinia ruled 

with fear, so when he was irked, the retribution could be steep.  Kantal gulped one last time. 

The aide pressed.  "Come, general.  Stop wasting our time.  Why should we trust you?" 

It was time to speak.  If this didn't work, nothing would. 

"Because I am the man they call Mandestroy." 
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Silence prevailed, compounding the tension, filling the room with suffocating pressure.  

When the king of Gorfinia raised his hand once more, Kantal feared he'd drop it in anger.  But he 

didn't.  Instead, the aide spoke. 

"We will hear your plans." 

The pressure evaporated, and it was as if the moons very suddenly illuminated the sky.  

Kantal found he was holding his breath, and he exhaled deeply as he returned to his seat.  His 

king squeezed his shoulder as he walked past. 

After a hearty draught of water – and decidedly tepid water at that; hardly the thirst 

quencher of kings – he inhaled deeply, cocking his lip to the room.  He had to be confident with 

the telling, even if that same assurance wasn't coursing through him.  This was his plan, and it 

would work.  He would be the one to break the cycle. 

"We will attack all three gates at once.  We will attack in unison, stretching the Mandari 

resistance thin.  And when their line is thinnest, we will strike.  We will jump at their soft 

underbelly with a rabid knife in our hands.  They will bleed from within." 

The more he said it, the more he liked it.  It was a good plan.  Damn, but he might just 

have it. 

It was the jealous Emperor who spoke; unashamed confusion and – what was that?  

Disappointment? – on his face. 

"There is nothing new there, general.  That is a plan that has failed a hundred times 

before."  Shit. 

It was his king who dragged proceedings back. 

"Forgive us, Excellency, but you have not heard the detail." 
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The wobbly dictator rose, his chair tipping and crashing to the ground.  By the time the 

Mikaetan superior was laying into the king of Delfinia, a servant had whipped out of the 

shadows and righted the fallen furniture. 

"I don't need the bloody detail!  The union at its height could not crack those gates, so 

what do you expect our current splintered faction to achieve?  If anything, the locks are now 

tighter, so what, oh wise one, do you think has changed that you can come here and claim 

elevation above the greatest in history?  What?" 

Kantal's king looked affronted.  The Mikaetan Empire may be waning, but it was still the 

largest of the three neighbours – the Emperor held a certain weight.  Kantal recognised the subtle 

movement in the man opposite him, and he knew it was time.  He scowled with the introduction. 

"May I introduce to you, the Lord of Chance." 

The non-Gorfinian, and therefore non-necessitated, hooded freak moved ever so slightly, 

just enough to suggest that he was looking upon the others in the room.  No-one could tell, of 

course, because the damned cloak covered most of the face.  Unfortunately, the chin was just 

visible. 

It made Kantal shudderheave. 

Half of the chin was covered by heavy iron – a mask of some sort.  But not a full face 

mask, but rather a semi-concealing piece.  The right hemisphere of his face was open to the 

elements, and what a shame that was.  The skin was brown and mottled, as if scarred, but worse 

– as if it had always been like that.  There was something lizard-like about the image, and Kantal 

might believe that this was a lizard if it wasn't for the 'normal'ordinary hands.  The scaly flesh 

must be some abnormality. 
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Unfortunately, the facial disfigurement had soured the man's personality.  Kantal hated 

him. 

And yet he was here at Kantal's invitation.  How the world worked was truly mysterious. 

The aide gazed with piercing blankness – his deep hood betraying nothing of his facial 

features.  All these abstract monsters were really getting to Kantal, and he rolled his shoulders 

and his eyes in consequence. 

"Gorfinia greets you, Lord of Chance.  And may we compliment you on your excellent 

choice of attire." 

Freaks stick with freaks. 

The man that Kantal hated most of all spoke with thate irritating and soul grating tone of 

his – he lisped where the deformity restricted his facial dexterity.  It was almost serpentine. 

"I am honoured to be here, Lord." 

The aide nodded acceptingly, not the slightest hint of recognition on the blank canvas of 

the king.  It was the aide who darkened the room with aggression, not even pausing to consult 

with his master.  That was curious. 

"And who, 'Lord of Chance', do you think you are to adorn yourself with that title?" 

He spat the words, and Kantal was bowled by the disdain.  He knew it was there – he had 

felt it himself after all – but the king's non-involvement was starktling.  It spoke of either 

remarkable cohesion between the two men, or it sang of a balance of that was entirely at odds 

with the perception.  Both outcomes were rather concerning. 

The freak straightened himself, like a snake readying itself to bite – or throw poison.  His 

words were measured, and confident.  And they were venemousstartling. 
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"I am to fortune what this man is to the Mandahoi."  With his open palm, he gestured to 

Kantal. 

He had to speak.  He felt like he was being mocked, and his pulse peaked.  It was the 

same emotional crest that he touched before a fight – the crazy before the calm; the madness that 

he coils within and releases to impossible effect.  Only here, now, he was round a table; and he 

was confronted by the bastard he'd invited along. 

He really did hate the man. 

"And what am I to the Mandahoi?" 

The hooded face turned, and the visible jaw creaked up in a wicked smile. 

"Why, you are the scourge." 

"Hear hear!  Yes, indeed."  It was his king, attempting to diffuse the situation.  Kantal 

knew that he had the look of a cobra when his blood was up.  It must be plainly obvious he was 

about to blow.  If only he'd adorned a deep hood.  No, never. 

"So, scourge of Fortune – why are you here?" 

Each moment ticked jarringly into the next; the angled scrape iof his jaw infecting his 

mind.  He wouldn't, couldn't, take his eyes off of the man.  He was idly holding an item of 

cutlery in his hand, and he was dimly aware that he was twisting it out of shape.  The Lord of 

Chance turned back to the congregation, the same smile still edging his puckered lip.  Kantal 

hated the man. 

"I come before you, here today, to offer a fourth way.  I hold the key to the fourth gate of 

Ahan." 

Gasps from the Emperor, and even the aide gave weight to the man's presence.  Kantal 

hated the bastard, but the bastard was necessary.  The bastard was necessary. 
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"There is no fourth way." 

The hooded freak, who also called himself the Enabler, leaned forward, clasping his 

hands together, his two index fingers pointed to the ceiling.  He was going to enjoy his moment. 

"The fourth way is by sea." 

"It is guarded – it always has been.  That archipelago makes it near impossible to gain 

meaningful leverage.  It is useless." 

Kantal let the odd-ball weave his magic, calming himself to a societal standard.  He could 

not bear anger in this place – and he could not thump the Enabler until their work was done.  

They were allies ... for now. 

He hated every one of his allies.  How curious that was.  But they had a common 

purpose, and that was what bound them.  He hoped it was sufficient. 

"But what if you could coerce a Mandari faction to your side?  Then the gate would 

open." 

"Pah.  The Mandari are no more likely to sell-out than I am to believe this rubbish.  Pray, 

who do you think you can worry over to our side?"  It was the Emperor who offered the 

vehement protest.  The Gorfinian symbiosis of king and aide appeared to listen intently, and 

Kantal's own king knew the details already. 

"The Nadari have been desperate to defect for generations.  They believe in one currency 

and one currency alone." 

"And what currency is that?"  The Emperor sneered, though it was pathetic when 

visualised with the wobbling jowls.  Kantal's mood had picked up, and he even smiled at the 

Enabler's taunting suggestions. 

"Why gold of course.  Is there another currency?" 
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That actually got a laugh from the aide, and he had to slide a hand over the gaping space 

of his hood.  The Emperor nestled back into his chair, the slight stinging his flushed face.  Kantal 

needed to get this charade over with, if only for his own sanity.  Diplomacy had never been his 

strength. 

"So that is the 'plan'.  We harry the three gates, drawing resources to the borders and 

exposing the soft belly of Ahan.  I, meanwhile, will lead a Delfinian force through the back door, 

and we will strike right at the heart of the enemy.  Altunia will fall." 

"And why is it that Delfinia places the stake through the heart?  Why is it not a unified 

force?" 

The Emperor was evidently already fishing for acclaim.  It was positive in a way – it 

meant he was considering.  Mostly though, it was offensive. 

"Forgive my terse observation, but we hardly feel like a unified force."  The Emperor 

offered that flabby sneer once more.  "And besides – it's my plan, so I get to lead." 

That stopped the bastard in his tracks. 

For just the briefest moment.  "And who is paying the passage?" 

It was Kantal's king's turn.  "The price demanded by the Nadari for their treachery is high 

indeed.  I accept the price of this as reflecting the plans that we've drawn up, but any support of 

monetary value would be greatly received.  This may seem rather," and here he paused to gulp, 

"presumptuous, but we do believe that the outcomes greatly outweigh the costs.  We would 

receive any offer." 

If ever there was a time to leave a room, then this was it. 
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"How dare you!  You mock me, sir, to come here and ask me, the Emperor of the Great 

Mikaetan Empire, for money.  Pah.  Soldiers, I may spare, but money.  How dare you.  Your 

coffers are heaving with stolen Mikaetan stallions – you will have nothing from me." 

Just the soldiers then. 

His king exhaled heavily, and reclined.  Gorfinia had not made not a move, which Kantal 

couldn't decipher.  If funds would not be forthcoming, then the king had to lay down his 

authority. 

"Then the prize resides with us.  You will be compensated your contribution in some ... 

small way, but the prize of Ahan resides exclusively with Delfinia.  These are the terms of our 

engagement." 

He had never seen such greed in a man.  The Emperor was moist where his wicked little 

mind was teasing him with the wealth that he forwent by his refusal to contribute.  Ahan was the 

jewel of the near world, of the world as far as Kantal recognised, and to forgo that prize was 

heavy indeed.  But Kantal could see in the eyes of the man – he would not relent.  He was no 

risk-taker; he was barely a taker at all.  Kantal laughed, and the jowls turned upon him. 

"You mock me?" 

"No, Excellency, of course not."  He could not keep the smile off the edge of his lips.  

The man was being cornered into a deal – he could not commit money, but he would not be out 

of the engagement completely for fear of losing out.  The Mikaetan army was theirs. 

"Mikaeta will commit her men, but no more.  The terms of settlement will need to be 

prearranged."  Kantal's king nodded.  He too was sweating, but Kantal knew it was a 

consequence of financial insecurity.  He would have to commit a lot here, and Kantal was glad 

his king trusted him. 
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"Does Gorfinia commit troops?"  The hooded king nodded solemnly.  Kantal had to ask; 

"and what about funds?"  The shake of the head was not surprising – Gorfinia barely dealt in 

currency anyway.  It was all on Delfinia to meet the exorbitant price of the Nadari High Lord. 

But no – the moment was a victory!  Kantal had his plan, and he had his, somewhat 

reluctant, players.  His dream was marching to firmness, and as he finally allowed himself to 

take alcohol, he may have even smiled. 

And then the freak spoke to him. 

"General; I have some concerns with your theory."  This would not be welcome.  Kantal 

nodded his assent.  "Your manoeuvre will draw the heavy forces to your grip certainly, but you 

forget the finer barbs." 

No – this would definitely not be welcome.  He knew where this was going. 

"And what barbs are those?" 

His words slivered, like the snake that spoke them.  "Why the Mandahoi, of course.  The 

Academy is bloated with competencyt soldiers, and, forgive my interjection, but you are no more 

capable of felling a troop of Mandahoi than I am of foretelling the future.  A single Mandahoi; 

perhaps, yes.  But a troop?  I fear you could be foiled." 

He hated the bastard even more then, but this time it was different.  This time he hated 

him, because he was right. 

 

He had thought about it – of course he had.  What sort of military tactician would he be if he 

hadn't?  It had niggled in the back of his thoughts, intoxicated his confidence; drained him.  As 

he ran his hand over his unruly stubble, appreciating the coarseness of the resultant sound, he 

narrowed his eyes.  Was this to be his undoing? 
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"Did you know this?" 

His king looked most displeased. 

"It had crossed my mind." 

They were riding back south, signed agreements in their possession subject to some 

bartering on the proceeds of victory.  If victory was coming at all.  Nerves fluttered in Kantal.  

Fuck!  Nerves never fluttered in him. 

"So this plan we have may not even work." 

He exhaled, which hardly exuded confidence. 

The day was bright, another scorching afternoon on the baked plains of Mikaeta.  The 

journey back to the heart of Delfinia would be several days, mainly because the pace needed to 

be so sedate.  No-one could ride full fettle in this heat.  Kantal was sweating profusely, his back 

drenched and uncomfortable.  The peacocks didn't seem to care, and as he flicked his primal gaze 

at the manicured tail, he found himself envying the preposterous sun shades they had at their 

disposal.  He would not be seen dead with such luxury,.  Bbut that didn't mean he didn't miss it. 

"It will work."  The confidence was not forthcoming, and his voice wavered.  He shifted 

uncomfortably in the shadow, revealing a pocket of sticky sweat that had been lodged between 

his balls and his leg.  Now he was even less comfortable.  Bugger this. 

Of course, he knew exactly what needed to be done – remove the Mandahoi, and you 

have a chance; a chance.  What Kantal had designed was a way to exploit the chance, but he had 

not yet created the chance.  That was the flaw in his plan.  It was quite a big one. 

"You do realise that we are not proceeding unless I am entirely convinced – and you're 

not exactly selling at the moment.  This is going to clean me out." 

And this was the problem.  This was the absolute crux of the problem.  He gulped. 
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So much of his plan, now that he thought about it, relied on money – bloody money.  His 

political insights were short of requirement, and where he'd set out for Maegwyn with hopes of 

securing additional funds, his plans now lay in tatters. 

Because he did know how to foil the damned Mandahoi.  The only problem: he needed 

more money. 

He did not know how to tell his master. 

"For Ero's sake, Kantal!  Convince me." 

There was no option – not any more.  His entire life had been leading to this point, and so 

he needed to craft the path.  Everything he had done, even the exploits that named his notoriety – 

all of it was leading to this point.  To maim a handful of the grey was ultimately meaningless.  

To dislodge the limpet-like Mandari from Delfinian land was his true calling.  He would free the 

Motherland. 

But he needed money, and.  Hhe needed lots of ita lot of money. 

"You are right to be nervous," the monarch threw his hands up in disgust, pupils flashing 

through Kantal's defences, but he sured himself and continued, "but there is a way.  We spoke 

before Maegwyn about the need to disrupt the Mandahoi – to occupy them some way.  Well, the 

alliance we have crafted will not do the trick.  But there is something that will." 

The display of disdain ceased for a moment, and those piercing eyes took on a rather 

sceptical sense.  "What will work?" 

This was going to sound ridiculous.  This was going to sound utterly ridiculous. 

"Dragons." 

Scepticism morphed into outright mockery. 

"What are you talking of?  Dragons are justonly exist in stories." 
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"Well, yes, erm, not quite, erm, dragons."  Good showing, you idiot.  Confidence damn 

it!  "I have it on very fine intelligence that there are dragon-like creatures for sale at the right 

price."  His king did not seem to bite.  "They may not offer all the gilt of the myth, but they are, 

by all accounts, very large and very vicious lizards – and they can fly." 

He wasn't sure that he believed it now that he'd said it, but then he remembered the man 

and knew that it was not a scam.  How he came to meet the shady character was anyone's guess – 

they just seemed to end up speaking in a tavern – but at the end of a night of raucous merriment, 

they determined that Kantal needed something, and the other had access to it. 

It was chance, utter chance, but every victory needs its touch from the Father, didn’t it?. 

The most concerning thing – that the character he now relied upon was another who felt 

the need to entirely hide his face.  Just as the Gorfinians did, and just as the Lord of Chance 

insisted.  Perhaps he should adopt the fashion? 

"And what makes you trust this ... opportunist?" 

"No, Highness, I believe him.  And he was very clear that he would evidence the tools 

before any deal is made, and was also very generous in his terms of credit.  He was no scam – he 

was the genuine article.  And, if I were to be pushed, I would also suggest that he is of very ... 

old lineage." 

That got his king's attention. 

"You mean, ancient old?" 

"I would say so, yes."  It was difficult to tell with the deep cloak, but there had been 

something distinctly alien about the man – as if he was from another time.  It was known that 

they continued to haunt the shadows of the world – Maegwyn employed a small host for example 
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– yet few were known to openly interact.  But who else could harness control over the dragons?  

No!  Not dragons.  They were sendeté, apparently. 

Kantal could see the shrewd ruler cooling, warming to this opportunity.  Kantal knew that 

he could take the chance if he could earn itthe chance, and he knew that two sendeté could knot 

the Mandahoi for many days and moons; the confidence now oozed easy.  There was just one 

last stumbling block, and he knew his master would not miss it. 

"How much for these ... services?" 

All of his assertion leaked away.  Bugger. 

"The overall cost of the exercise will ... double." 

"Argh!"  He was not happy, and rightly so.  "I am already scraping the chest for those 

damned Nadari!  Where do you expect me to find that sort of coin?" 

He had no idea; absolutely no idea.  It didn't sit well with him.  But he was not a 

treasurer; he was a soldier, and a tactician.  He had the tactics to do the impossible, but he needed 

others to play their part.  It was up to his king. 

"I am not endowed with that information, Highness." 

"You will bankrupt the fucking crown at this rate!"  He had never heard his king use such 

raw language before.  He sensed the shock in the peacocks, and couldn't help a little smile.  "You 

think this funny?" 

"On the contrary, Highness.  I was hoping for more support from our ... ah ... allies." 

The look he was given wiped any smugness right up his gullet.  He was incredibly 

uncomfortable; and yet this was not his part of the game. 

"We will have to call it off." 

"Your higness, I beg―" 
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"I cannot commit that sort of money!  You have been a fool, Kantal, a fool.  I cannot 

bankrupt the crown on a whim.  And, before you speak up, despite its merits, this is a damned 

whim.  A whim!"  He had the agreements in his hand, the fruits of many years of Kantal's 

scheming, and he was about to cast them aside.  And yet he paused – waiting. 

And Kantal took his chance. 

"You remember that battlefield, Highness – the one where you were trapped beneath the 

horse."  He turned, and his sour mood was stalled.  Kantal drove home.  "That was a whim, Sire, 

and you know what happened that day." 

Kantal had played his last card. 
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EPILOGUE 

One year later | Altunia, Ahan 

 

It was success, utter success.  Of course it was success – he had planned the whole thing 

meticulously.  He rode, straight backed, confident and eager, through the streets of Altunia, and 

he could feel the victory stepping closer.  Success!  It enriched his soul, and he thrust his great-

sword into the air, roaring nothing more than a guttural scream.  A thousand voices echoed the 

victory of his voice – a thousand voices that followed him to success. 

Something crawled down his back, and he attributed it as sweat.  But it was the late 

season, and it wasn't that warm, at least it wasn't in Ahan anyway.  He felt his brow, and noted 

that it was dry.  But beneath the layers of leather and steel, he could be sweating, couldn't he?  

Yes, that was it.  It definitely wasn't doubt. 

But things were easier than he'd expected.  He was quite literally strolling his horse 

through the lower reaches of the Old Town, stepping the mare carefully over the rounded 

cobbles.  He had expected a fight at the gates, a chaos of citizens and steel, but instead he'd got 

only ... nothing.  They were later than expected, touching down in the estuary close to midday 
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rather than at dawn as he'd hoped, so that would have given the population sight of his coming, 

given them a chance to hunker down or flee.  That was it, for certain.  The island citadel that the 

Mandari called Sentience – but which had been called the Foundation Isle when the Delfinians 

were still custodians – showed clear signs of defiance; a handful of house guards littering the 

gatehouse.  The showing was weak, as expected – all other Mandari might was engaged in the 

diversionary tactics of his genius – but he'd expected a greater weight of civilians.  He had not 

expected to be able to walk straight up to the gatehouse.  No, this was much easier than expected. 

But was that a construct of his genius?  Had he exceeded even his own expectations?  

That was rare. 

"Sir." 

He was drawn from his thoughts, to the guiding hand of his chief officer – a colonel.  He 

was drawn briefly back to his time of becoming, to that insane moment on the fields of Aperta 

where he had faced the ashen breath of death and survived.   – nNo, more than survived.  He'd 

become Mandestroy.  That day he'd acted for the benefit of the colonel, intending to win favour 

with the untouchable echelons of the military hierarchy.  Now he looked down to the colonel, 

and he recognised how far he'd come.  Maybe he had exceeded expectations. 

"Yes colonel?" 

He was already following the suggestion of the extended arm, but he wanted his officer's 

view in any case.  The sweat trickled, and he started to reconsider his views.  That was not 

expected. 

"Smoke.  It's coming from the estuary." 

And it was smoke; a great fountain of it spewing into the heavens; staining the sky as the 

higher winds blew it ato.  It was impossible to see exactly what the source was from their 
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positioning, but it didn't require much in the way of genius to work it out.  There was only one 

thing in the estuary that would burn so well – a fleet.  Was it the Mandari fleet?  Unlikely, and 

that meant it was his own fleet.  His means of escape was burning. 

For just the slightest of moments he shivered, but he would not let it show.  He pulled his 

eyes away, not wanting to be infected by events.  INo, it was irrelevant. 

He had considered this a one-way journey in any case.  So what if his fleet was burning?  

The rewards would outweigh that cost.  He peered straight ahead, eyes denied sight of the 

smeared sky by the wings of his hood.  He continued doggedly on. 

Yes indeed, he was now adorning a hood.  It seemed that all the world's most fearsome 

combatants were doing it, so why not he?  At least his troops could still see his face. 

"Sir." 

"It is unfortunate, but it will not stop us.  Now, let's focus on the task at hand." 

His colonel resumed obedience, and Kantal feigned determination.  But the truth was 

otherwise.  He was still sweating, or in fact, what he now recognised, was that he wasn't 

sweating at all.  He was tingling right down his spine, and he knew why too.  He was nervous.  

Fucking nervous. 

He grunted, the noise emanating from the corner of his mouth.  His leather bound hand 

scratched at the stubble which was as good as a beard, and the satisfying sound eased him 

slightly – but only slightly. 

This was not the time.  As they rounded the height of the incline of the Old Town and hit 

upon the Nerve, Kantal thrust his arm into the air and received a welcome confidence boost from 

his troops.  He permitted himself a smile. 
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And he had good reason to smile.  As he looked upon the gatehouse of the Foundation 

Isle – the place that the Mandari had blasphemously renamed Sentience – he saw only a 

smattering of guardsmen.  He turned to look upon his well ordered men, and smiled more 

broadly as he took in their sight.  Two thousand of the bastards, each of them hand-picked and 

ruthless.  They were seasoned siege experts, and they were coming upon a place that was barely 

guarded – and all because of Kantal's genius.  He looked back and smiled once more.  It would 

take a hundred Mandahoi to stop them now. 

He gulped. 

Time in conflict took on a strange quality – as if it relaxed its formal definition and took a 

new, volatile one.  It seemed to take on one of only two characteristics as the fight flourished: it 

would either stagger slowly, achingly, from minutiae to moment; or it would take on the pace of 

a stallion, rushing by with just the barest perception.  Kantal could not tell which form it had 

taken, but as he looked to the sky, he knew that it was the former.  The journey through Altunia 

had been stretched in his perception, but Mother Bright told the truth – it was not long past 

midday. 

And then they were at the bridge that led to the Foundation Isle – the one that had been 

cruelly renamed the Jinal Bridge.  It was here before that impostor. 

Or at least a bridge was here.  Kantal had to be impressed with the architecture.  It was a 

shame, really.  That he was about to ravage such beauty. 

His troops tramped either side of him as he stalled his horse on the further side of the 

bridge.  No need to take her any further – she would be useless.  As his potent force settled into 

formation – rigid rows of surly looking men in well-made flexible armour, ready to assault – he 

couldn't help but smile.  He jumped from his fine mare, giving her a pat on the neck before he 

Comment [DR117]: This is confused. 
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rubbed the inside of his thighs.  He still hated riding.  He walked through the ranks, slaps on the 

shoulder encouraging him forward, but he didn't let his gaze waver.  He halted about half-way 

across the bridge, and leaned his head back, eyes at the gatehouse, surveying the resistance.  

There was almost none – the city guard looked forlorn. 

Almost none; not none.  At the heart of the defence, right at the centre of the resistance, 

stood a man.  A big man.  A very big man. 

And he was wearing the grey. 

Kantal cursed to himself before he dropped his hood.  One Mandahoi; so what?  He 

would have the bastard for breakfast.  Or lunch in fact.  They were late. 

His words travelled, like a well flighted arrow. 

"You are defeated.  Resistance would be wasteful.  Open your gates and none shall be 

felled." 

He'd chosen the words carefully – he didn't want to lie. 

It was the Mandahoi who responded, and Kantal recognised him.  He recognised him.  

The Mandahoi wore grey uniforms and cloaked their face, and yet he recognised him.  He bloody 

well recognised him. 

"The gates will stay locked.  Leave, while you still have time." 

He thought of the plume of smoke, looked for it in fact.  From the bridge it was possible 

to make out the flames – definitely his fleet.  One boat seemed unmolested, sailing back out of 

the estuary, but that was irrelevant.  They were here, and the boat was there.  Kantal had a job to 

do – and a king's trust to repay. 

He turned back to Keles – the Mandahoi who had become a legend in his short years of 

service, a fine trophy indeed – and offered up his final piece of advice. Comment [DR118]: This needs 

reworking. 
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"Come, Keles, even you are not fool enough to think you can win this alone." 

Just the subtlest movement, as if he snorted – in amusement perhaps?  Then, with barely 

a command, the walls crawled with movement, and grey wraiths melted out of the parapets.  

There were dozens of them, a hundred perhaps, and Kantal felt a shiver go through his men.  He 

would need to stay confident.  He had to. 

'Remove the Mandahoi, and you have a chance.'  But the Mandahoi were here, and yet he 

still had a chance.  It was just incredibly thin. 

He had barely any time to make his choice – you didn't on a battlefield.  Dally and you 

die.  But the reality was that there was no choice.  He spoke at the top of his lungs, infecting his 

troops with confidence. 

"You have brought this upon yourselves." 

But there were no truths on the battlefield.  Only opportunities, however remote they may 

seem.  His men attacked. 


